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, Editorial 
THE GREAT TRIUMPH OF JUSTICE AND TRUTH 
October 8, 1915, will be a red-letter 
day in the annals of our Union. In 
future years the day will recall strik-
ing memories and stirring emotions. 
On that day <mr Union was triumph-
antly vindicated in the criminal branch 
of the Supreme Court of New York. 
Five of our members who had been 
placed in the shadow of the electric 
chair by the District Attorney of New 
York were acquitted of an ugly charge 
brought, against them. 
familiar, opened the eyes of the im-
partial jury to the real causes which 
had brought about this cruel murder 
charge. 
The prosecution rested its case on 
the so-called evidence of a gang, of 
shady characters. That the various 
officials attached to the District Attor-
ney's office could not or would not 
penetrate the very transparent tissue 
of concocted stories, was the most sur-
prising feature of this prosecution of 
union men. 
< r _ J ; * A flood of light let Two direct warnings had been ad-
LCT IN in upon the case by dressed to the District Attorney that 
*
 FLOOD o r U C H T
 Morris. Hiliquit in the case had no leg to stand upon— 
•his opening address to the jury, dis- one by Justice Blanchard in 1914 and 
pellcd the cloud of heresays in which one by Justice Ford last August. Both 
the prosecution enveloped itself. The had admitted the defendants to bail. 
story of the spontaneous strike, the The District Attorney, however, re-
organization of the committees, the fused to heed these warnings and con-
indispensable work of- the general tinucd to press the charge in spite of 
picket committee, its method of proce- the most palpable contradictions in the 
dure and Sigman's role as its chair- "evidence." 
man, the civilized and humane manner * * 
in which (his committee had dealt with BRIEF «FJUME This absurd charge 
OF THE CASE has been hanging over hundreds of strike breakers, the dis-
tribution of relief to tens of thousands, 
affd the final victory that had abolished 
the rule of the merciless exploiter— 
these and many other details, with 
the outside prblic could.i 
I heads of three members of the 
ikmakers' Union—Morris Sigman. 
Saul Metz and M. Stuphicker—since 












to occupy high positions m the local zens of this great city are scarcely to 
labor movement—Sigmau as general be envied. Any man with a black soul, 
secretary-treasurer of the Internation- from motives of .blackmail or from a 
desire to take revenge, might denounce 
good and pure citizens and have them 
indicted and incarcerated. 
' * * * 
UNDERLYING Of course, we know 
CAUSES OF
 that the Grand Jury had 
THE PLOT
 r c t u r n c ( | t h e indictments; 
yet the minutes of the Grand Jury pre-
sented a sorry jumble". It was precise-
ly owing to the hcresayv nature of the 
wild stories they contained that Jus-
tice Blanchard and Justice Ford ad-
mitted the defendants to bail. No 
wonder the District Attorney hotly 
contested permission being given to 
the Union attorneys to study these 
minutes. He must have had vague 
forebodings ,that the strong light of 
analysis would wither the supposed 
facts. There is only one explanation 
to account for the District Attorney's 
success in influencing the Grand Jury 
I and Mctz as president of the 
Hebrew Trades, in addition to 
portant office of mana) 
Pressers' Union, Local N« 
In May, 1915, the District Attorney 
renewed the indictment against our 
three above-named brothers and placvd 
under arrest, on the same charge, four 
additional members and one ex-mem-
her ofthc Cloakmakers' Union, namc-
r, Julius Woolf, organizer of the Joint 
Board of that Union and Ab. Weidin-
Holzer and 
renewed indict-
iudicting a large niim-, 
inion,officers on minor 
fes, supported by "evidence" of a 
[ the District Attor-
)tiblic believe 
case against the unions had 
considerably strengthened. -Yet a more 
wanton detention behind iron bars of to return indictments against the de-
innocent men could not happen. One 
of them—Louis Holzer—had been re-
leased by Judge Tompkins before the 
trial-began. There was not a particle 
of evidence to justify his indictment 
and incarceration in the Tombs, 
pery charactcT of tin 
charge was evident from an oc-
currence which must have been utterly 
humiliating to the prosecution. We 
to the acquittal of Saul Mctz and 
fendants in face of very unreliable evi-
dence. The keen observer of this case 
and its progress in the courts can come 
to only one Conclusion and—it is this: 
The powers that be in the District 
Attorney's office cherish a stupid pre-
judice against organized labor. 
For in spite of statements to the 
contrary, this case is a direct outcome 
of the gigantic industrial conflict of 
1910. It was instigated by unsempu-
fulius Woolf two days before the case lous supporters of capital as against 
went to the jury. Assistant District labor for filthy lucre. Renegades and 
Attorney Dclehanty sadly but wisely traitors saw in the shocking and mys-
admitted that there was no evidence 
against them. In that case, why was 
Metz held in the Tombs twenty-two 
weeks and Woolf fourteen weeks? Is 
the District Attorney's staff so im-
pervious to logic and common sense 
that they cannot distinguish between 
ficti 
terious death of Ltebowitz a chance to 
get even with men who had exposed 
their crookedness. The Cloakmakers' 
Union had attained too much power 
and prestige which they envied and 
begrudged. Petty bosses boiled over 
with indignation at the thought of hav-
Erst-
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I sub-contrac- great faceting in Madison Square Gar-
tors, recalling the heyday of their den in June. Where suspicion attached 
power in the prc-strikc period to fleece to them, was outside, in quarters :hos-
their underlings, were mad with rage tile to the Union. Jn the absence of 
at the Union having deprived them of 
this power. 
After the Cleveland strike of 1911 
these dark elements seized the oppor-
tunity of gathering together a small 
group of delinquents, A detective 
agent on the make became their nat-
ural leader. Being birds of a feather 
they put their treacherous heads to-
gether, vilely scheming against the 
direct, incriminating evidence, Ihe Dis-
trict" Attorney's office had to do'some-
thing to justify its wholesale arrWts 
of union officers and members; so it 
gave out lurid accounts to the press, 
declaring these men guilty before 
judge and jury found them guilty. For 
the hostile and prejudiced press these 
wild stories were a source of sensation, 
The unfortunate controversy of 1913-
14 within the ranks gave these plotters 
a lease of life. First they filched the 
name of outjjiiion. Then they brought 
to their aid the Liebowitz tragedy. 
Sigmah, Weidinger, Singer, Ashpis, 
had been at the hall on the evening 
when the tragedy had occurred out-
side. That was enough fqr .them. 
and" unsophisticated minds took them 
Union and harassing and assaulting for granted. 
our members in some of the shops. Our Attorneys, particularly Morris 
Hillquit in his great opening speech 
and ruthless cross-examination, ex-
ploded the framework of mendacity 
which had been artfully concocted. A 
jury of twelve men seeking to do jus-
tice, quickly saw through the menda-
cious statements which the prosecu-
tion presented as "evidence." . 
"Not guilty," said the foreman of the 
They could easily fabricate the details jury after two hours' deliberation. 
to fit into their lying framework and "Not guilty," immediately reverberated 
charge the union men with the trime. through the court house, and the vcr-
The frame-up was certainly a clever diet was caught up by electric wires 
machination/and the District Attorney 
fell into the trap. He was not familiar 
with internal affairs, and prejudice got 
the better of him. But unfortunately 
for the plotters, they involved Woolf, 
Mctz, Stupnicker and Holzcr who had 
not been at the hall that evening. This 
in itself proved their mendacity. For 
if mendacity and brazen lying have 
ever impudently paraded before judge 
ind jury, it was so in this case. 
* * * 
JURY QUICKLY 
THROUGH MENDACIOUS'
 r a r [ 
STATEMENTS
 c u s d 
have been all the time regarded as 
t as new-born babes," to bor-
row a phrase from Attorney Morris 
and carried to many parts of the city. 
The two words were repeated again 
and again amid the unspeakable joy of 
numerous friends and sympathisers. 
We imagine that even those on the 
outside, who had been deceived by 
press reports, heaved a sigh of relief 
when the lost shadow of suspicion was 
dispelled by the jury's verdict in favor 
of the accused. The verdict is not only 
a vindication of our own Union but of 
The union movement. 
We heartily congratulate the Joint 
Board of the Cloakmakers' Union and 
our eight brothers collectively and' 
each one separately on this victory for 
justice and truth. They went through 
this ordeal for a great cause. Credit 
Hillquit which he emphasized at the is due to Attorneys Morris Hillquit, 
' 
' 
t . msmmw 
I • 
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Abraham Levy, Former District Attor-
ney Olcott, Jacob Hillquit and Henry 
\V. L'nger for the ability with which 
they prepared and handled the case. 
The Jewish Daily Forward ren-
dered special and jnvaluable service, right men to the electric chair 
Its editor, Mr. Abraham Cahan, at- emanates from the worst enemies 
The gangster "evidence" on which 
these indictments were returned by 
the Grand Jury is of a similar nature 
and content to that upon which the 
District Attorney sought to send up-
tended the court proceedings day by 
day and personally reported the case 
for its columns. The Jewish press in 
general was distinctly sympathetic in 
this hour of trial. Wc highly apprcci-
| ate the services of the New Vork Call 
V —the only English daily that published 
j full reports of the case day by day. 
The New Yorker Volkszeitung and 
our weekly labor organs have done 
their full duty and deserve our grati-
tude. 
* * * 
In rejoicing over 
this victory in the 
court wc must not al-
low ourselves to forget the pending 
indictments against a 'number of our 
local officers and members, 
Our officers and active members arc 
contemplating the coming trial with 
equanimity and confidence. Justice 
OUR NEXT TASK 
IN THE PENDING 
INDICTMENTS 
the labor movement.. In these indict-
ments, any one who has eyes to sec 
can perceive .a combined move of the-
dark forces in politics and industry 
against the labor movement. A notor-
ious gangster, who has been the pet oi 
corrupt politicians for years, is to be 
the chief witness against our (Misted 
officers and, he has selected those; 
have made themselves most obnoxi 
to the slave drivers. Crooked poli 
cians sec in the growth of the la 
movement on the Eastsidc a menace to 
their usurped political power. If this 
movement grows and prospers more 
and more, as it is bound to do, the end 
of their political jobbing and misrule 
is clearly in sight. 
So in conjunction with elements of 
the underworld they have been schem-
ing to discredit our unions. Nothing 
can serve their purpose better than ti 
' > : • ; 
will once more prevail, and the schemes brand our labor leaders as criminals. 
of hired thugs and notorious criminals The trial just ended shows that any 
will shrivel and disappear under the and every, story involving union men 
light of truthful analysis. The whole in crime is acceptable at the District 
world knows that professional strike Attorney's office, even if its absurdity 
breakers and thugs arc synonymous 
terms. Labor has no need of these 
auxiliaries of capitalism. Its strength 
consists in its unity and solidarity. 
But the petty exploiters who find our 
'vsoUcprganized unions more than. a 
match for them have hit on a? new-
fangled method of getting even with 
union leaders and officers. During 
strikes .they procure thugs to maim 
and batter strikers and pickets. Then 
the thugs, whose human-brute profes-
sion is legalized, try to levy blackmail 
on the organization and its officers. 
• 
^ 
lies on the very surafce. 
* * * 
CONTRIBUTE TO Truth and justice 
DEFENSE FUND




 they have prevailed 
early last month. But in order to 
frustrate our enemies' evil designs, 
funds must be liberally forthcoming. 
All these trials will cost our organ-
ization a little fortune, and this is pre-
cisely the weakest spot in our union 
armor.. So far our .enemies have not 
succeeded in their attack on the name 
and fame of our Union, but they have 
S33SSE 
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succeeded in subjecting our financial 
resources to the utmost strain. No 
doubt, this, consideration entered iiito 
their sinister scheme—to drain the 
Union of its money resources. But it 
behooves us to demonstrate to them 
that we mean to combat their evil de-
signs even to the last dollar. Our Un-
ion has to meet its obligations! in the 
case just concluded in our favor and 
must provide fresh resources for the 
next trials. 
It is the duty of all members of 
whatever local to pay up outstanding 
arrears of assessments, and it devolves 
on active members and»shop chairmen 
to devise new methods of collecting 
funds. Don't delay doing this dutyl 
Contribute to the defence fund to-day 1 
* * * 
AMERICAN In the ordeal 
LABOR MOVEMENT .OUT U n i Q I l IS 
WTTH US THROUGHOUT
 p ^ n g ^ ^ 
this year, the American labor move-
ment has been with us throughout. 
The American Federation of Labor, 
through its President Samuel Gompers 
has rendered us invaluable moral sup-
port in the recent dispute with the 
employers, involving 50FQ00 workers, 
and has shown profound sympathy to 
our organization in the court prosecu-
tion of our eight officers and members, 
Wc wish in these cclumns to express 
our gratitude to the national, interna-
tional and local unions who have re-
sponded to our appeal for moral and 
financial assistance. They have shown 
that fraternity and solidarity, without 
which Trade Unionism would be 
meaningless words. 
The appeal published in our columns 
in the last issue of this journal was no 
ordinary call for assistance. By ord-
inary foresight and preparation it was 
from the beginning impossible to meet 
an extremely perilous situation. Not 
only our own Union but the entire la-
bor movement felt the shock of 
the furious and sudden onset of our 
enemies. That wc have now succeeded 
in warding off the attack,, is proof of 
the energy steadfastness and resource-
fulness o rour guiding*spirits and loy-
alty and devotion of the rank and file. 
Even with greater resources at com-
mand we could not possibly stand alone 
in an hour of supreme trial; but owing 
to a number of slack seasons and pe-
riods of unemployment the aforesaid 
attack was delivered at a time 
when our resources were limited^ 
We supplement our former appeal by 
a request to the American Federation 
of Labor, national, international^ and 
local unions to stand with us to the 
very end. Our final triumph over the 
dark forces arrayed against us will, in 
a large measure, be a triumph for the 
entire labor movement and the cause 
for which it stands. 
. * * • . 
REGRETTABLE Wc exceedingly re-
RES1CNAT10N OF ^ c t t o a n n 0 U n C C t h e 
BROTHER MGMAN
 resignation of Brother 
Sigman as secretary-treasurer of the 
International Ladies' Garment Work-
ers' Union. The rcsaons that led him 
to take that step, which has been 
pending for a year, are fully con-
tained in* his letter published in an-
other column.. • 
Although Brother Sigman refers to 
his recent ordeal in but few words, it 
will nevertheless be clear to all that 
the enormous physical and mental 
strain entailed on him hy months of 
confinement in the Tombs has made 
that step inevitable. His health is un-
dermined, and he feels unable to acquit 
himself of the important duties and 
responsibilities of hii office with his 
customary vigor. He needs prolonged 
rest and change of surroundings, and 
as time is the best healer and the re-
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derfnl, we feci sure that Brother Sig-
man's absence from the active life of 
the Union will be only temporary, and 
that he will soon be restored to health 
* n d * o * u r movement. 
We arc glad to state that although 
Brother Sigman's physical vigor Is 
somewhat abated, owin'g to prolonged 
nervous strain, his enthusiasm for the 
labor movement and his attachment to 
Brother Sigman has been in the our union arc still as fresh as ever, 
labor movement for some thirteen or It is not easy, for men of his caliber 
to divest themselves completely from 
associations that have been ruling their 
lives for so manyyears. And so we h 
indeed we are almost sure, that aft< 
Brother Sigman will feel himself agaii 
, in health and strength, he will once 
more place his'fund of knowledge and 
experience at the service of our or-
ganization in one capacity or another, 
and, needless to say, he will be heartily 
welcomed. In the meantime we wish 
him a speedy restoration to health and 
success in his endeavors. 
At the same time we arc not in a 
position to announce his successor this 
month. The General Executive Board 
has decided that the New York mem-
bers of the board shall nominate suit-
able candidates for the office and that 
their names shall be submitted to a 
vote of all the members of the board 
by mail. 
It might be said here, by the way, 
that it has been found impossible to 
place before our readers, in this issue, 
extracts from the minutes of the Gen-
eral Executive Board. These will ap-
pear in the December issue of this 
journal. 
lourteen years. These have been 
years of enthusiastic effort to uplift 
the workers economically and socially. 
His particular sphere lay among the 
cloak pressers, and the Ooak Pressors' 
Union, Local No. 35 bears to-day the 
impress of his personality* and assidu-
ous work to improve conditions. 
Soundly organized, having a system oi 
benefit features and a statistical de-
partment—these inner improvements 
are due to Sigman's resourcefulness 
and great devotion at the time when 
he served this local in the capacity of 
secretary. 
That he played a great part in the 
gigantic work of the historic general 
strike of 1910 has been amply eluci-
dated by Attorney Morris Hillquit at 
the recent trial. His subsequent 
career as manager of the former 
Tenth Street office of the Cloakmafc-
ers' Union, as vice-president and or-
ganizer of the International, as a mem-
ber of the General Executive Board, 
and his promotion to the high office of 
general secretary-treasurer—all testify 
to his vex'satility, integrity and high 
character. 
• 
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR CONVENTION, 1915 | 
0 
The annual conventions of the ing made. Every year more and more 
American Federation of Labor have unorganized toilers are brought into 
come to be regarded as milestones line, and with their enrollment im-
registering the distance traversed and proved wages and lighter burdens rc-
progrcss made by the organized wage- suit. This year the convention is be-
movement every year. Not a ing held in San Francisco. 
Without some progress be- For the last two years, ever since 
I ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ I E H B B 
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the A. F. of L. attained a membership 
of 2,000,000 wage earners, its slogan 
has been ".Now for the Three Million 
Mark!" Last year the numerical gain 
was some 20,000. This year, in 
spite of economic disturbance caused 
by the war in Europe, and acute un-
employment last winter, we may sure-
ly expect a great numerical advance 
all along the line. 
In past crises and industrial panics 
the ranks of labor suffered consider-
able shrinkage, and officers and leaders 
had the time of their life to keep the 
lines together. At such times, When 
the supply of labor is greater than the 
demand, employers grow restive, im-
posing upon the workers conditions 
almost impossible to bear. Last year, 
however, working conditions were 
maintained in spite of a slump in many-
markets. Furthermore, every impor-
tant industry tried to strengthen its 
organized ranks and improve condi-
tions, and succeeded more or less. 
Wage earners have learned to place 
high valuo on (heir trade organization. 
More and more they have come to feel 
that it is their mainstay and sole pro-
tection. With this progress in thought 
and conviction, we may now expect an 
increase of numerical strength and in-
crement of earnings every year. The 
Three Million Mark aimed at by the 
American Federation of Labor is cer-
tainly not so far off. 
* • • « • 
PEACE PROSPECTS This year added 
AND LABOR INTERESTS interest attaches] 
to the convention of the American 
Federation of Labor owing • to the] 
prospects of an early peace in Europe. 
It does not require great discerning 
power td sec that the principal bcl-| 
ligercnt nations are showing signs ol 
exhaustion. 
Only by a sheer miracle can the na-
tions fight for another year so furi-| 
ously as they have been doing of late. 
The end is not clearly in sight yet, but 
one can never tell, for events arc 
nowadays moving with, surprising 
swiftness., 
The Philadelphia canvention adopted 
a resolution to authorize the Execu-
tive Council to call a meeting of rep-
resentatives of organized labor of the 
different nations to meet at the time 
and place the Peace Congress will con-
vene for the purpose of taking such 
action as may be helpful in restoring 
fraternal relations and protecting the 
interests of the toilers. .This meeting 
may have to be held before the next 
convention of the American Federa-
tion of Labor, and various important 
problems will come before it for solu-
tion. 
The war will have brought about in-
numerable industrial and political 
changes and changes in the forms and 
habits of thought. By far the most 
important idea in regard to Labor that 
this war has tended to impress upon 
the belligerent as well as neutral 
peoples is that without Labor's co-
operation it could not have been car-
ried on. ' 
In the remodelling and rebuilding 
which is to follow the war, Labor's 
co-operaiion will be indispensable. 
The nations, if they will get wise, will 
try to be knitted closer together than 
before. Labor in Europe as well as 
in America will be called on to con-
tribute to the rehabilitation of the 
iworld industrially. "Labor therefore 
[must insist on .its full industrial and 
lolitical rights. In past periods fol-
lowing great wars Labor was held 
own. while the employing class en-
jjoyed the fat of the land. Now, how-
ver, Labor has to an unprecedented 
cgrce grown in knowledge and intel-
ligence. It has managed to hold its 
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differences are certainly not as great 
now as they have been before. Both 
wings of the labor movement now be-
lieve that political and legislative 
measures arc necessary to strengthen 
pected. This was especially the case 
in Great Britain. A new factor in in-
dustrial life is the entry of women 
workers into occupations that hereto-
fore were confined to men only and 
their equal pay for equal work insisted and make permanent the gains in the 
on by the English trade unions. • economic field. • Every year we see a 
* * * steady and substantial increase in the 
GREATER UNITY The war has de- number of the workers who turn to-
AM0NG
 stroyed the outward ward radical ideas and have pinned 
ALL SECTIONS f0Tms 0f international ' their faith in .Collectivism as the ulti-
Socialism and trade unionism, but the mate goal towards which society is 
kernel of international solidarity of tending in both hemispheres. The 
Labor remains in the hearts and minds American Federation of Labor is not 
and will quicken into new and vigorous opposed to political action and the 
life and power immediately upon the Socialist Party is now supporting with 
cessation of hostilities. enthusiasm any practical trade uni 
What seems to be necessary is method for improving conditions-
greater unity among all sections of deed, its various organs render 
the labor movement in this country, able assistance during strikes and legal 
America is fast becoming the leading prosecutions. Both wings of the move-
nation in many respects—in industry, 
finance, democracy and liberty. The 
American labor movement likewise 
has an opportunity to become a leading 
factor in progressive ideas and give tone 
ment have now much more in common 
than they have cause to be at variance. 
Now, at this world crisis, the neces-
sity for Unity, harmony and co-opera-
tion is more insistent than ever. The 
and direction to organized labor every- San Francisco convention would do a 
where, provided-only that all sections great thing if it could-take a step in 
will merge their differences find CO- direction of tightening the ranks and 
operate for,a common purpose. These getting together. 
>.treMMPW& Mtt*f 
RIGHT TO VOTE FOR WOMEN WORKERS 
KKW^wtflM&rai&rtfStt ov- a*-* ftK Bswirawtt tfWWfflwwswwa*awyr*«s«ytw»$y 
Here and there pathetic appeals 
S£ have appeared in the Labor press 
^ a p p e a l s to men — to give.women 
the right to vote. Such appeals to 
trade unionists and Socialists should 
be entirely uncalled for. 
The employing and mercantile 
classes have something to fear In 
every gain for democracy and freedom. 
Such gain means a toss to tltem—a 
gradual curtailment of exclusive privi-
leges that the possession of money and 
properly gives them. Hence those 
who are absorbed in the pursuit of 
money-making, unless they arc large-
hearted 'and liberal-minded, are op-
posed to the extension to women of 
the right to vote'. But on wlpt grounds 
can labor men oppose this right? 
For trade unionists to help women's 
political enfranchisement simply means 
to carry into political life the prin-
ciple of complete equal rights al-
ready prevailing in our trade or-
ganizations. It is the height of 
inconsistency fbr any trade unionist 
< % " 
• 
:
 ^ • 
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to withhold in the political field what 
is considered an unquestioned right in 
the shop and at the meeting. Equal 
wages for equal work, unrestricted 
right to a voice and vote in all affairs 
of union management—anyone advo-
cating the least restriction on women 
members in the union en the ground 
of sex would be considered antiquated. 
As trade unionists we stand for com-
plete equality of conditions in politics 
as well as in industry. Moreover, we 
claim the right to »ote as ordinary 
justice to working women. We have 
succeeded in organizing some 40,000 
women and girls in the. various trades 
under our jurisdiction, and we find 
them, in the same proportion as their 
brothers in the union, keen, intelli-
gent, energetic and.devoted to the 
work of improving conditions. The 
right to vote for these women in in-
dustry would help to protect them 
against unscrupulous employers, and 
they could be relied on to work hand-
in-hand with their brother members 
for clean city and State government 
and needful legislative measures for 
the protection of the toilers. 
The argument that physical, men-
tal and functional differences render 
women unfit to exercise the vote, has 
no practical value. As well argue that 
mental and physical differences be-
tween groups of men and differences 
in training, education and sjation of 
life, which are sometimes very pro-
nounced, justify enjoyment of full poli-
tical rights by one group and with-
holding them from another group. 
•That was the medieval view. To us it 
is obsolete; it belongs to the dead 
past. The opposition to woman suf-
frage on such ground sounds like a 
. 
voice from ages long p^st. 
The argument, again, that women 
have no{ come up to our expectations 
in States where they enjoy the right to 
vote is mere sophistry. For neither 
have men. Wherever Labor has suf-
fered from adverse legislation or from 
the actions of individuals holding the 
reins, of government, as in Colorado. 
for instance, it is due to the apathy 
and indifference of men even. more 
than of women. This only shows that 
we must increase our efforts of agita-
tion and education and that we must 
unite among ourselves more closely. 
Those who use this indifference in 
Colorado as a reason for withholding 
the right to vote in New York or 
Pennsylvania confound the question of 
right, freedom and justice with the 
speculative question of expediency. 
And because we stand for freedom; 
justice and right for working women 
we advise our members to vote for 
the Suffrage Amendment on Novem-
ber 2nd. 
* * * 
DEFEAT THE Elsewhere in this issue 
REVISED
 a r e given valid reasons 
cossTiTynoN.
 f o r v o t i n g . . N 0 » on the 
revised Constitution, enumerated , by 
the State Federation of Labor. These 
reasons sum up to a nicety Labor's 
position on the changes implied by 
these amendments. They would, if 
adopted, benefit thtf'intcrcsts opposed 
to Labor and would be a menace to 
the toilers. Anyone of the reasons 
mentioned would be sufficient to jus-
tify strenuous opposition to the re-
vised Constitution, and all these rea-
sons combined render it an obligation 
on all labor men to defeat the revised 
Constitution on November 2. 
. 
following letter to tho General Executive 
Board which held lt» sessions In Phila-
delphia on October 18 to I I : 
"To tho mombors of tho General Execu-
tive Board of the International Ladles' 
Garment Workers' Union, greetings, 
"It la with considerable grief and re-
grot that 1 once more feel compelled to 
request you to accept my resignation as 




RESIGNATION OF GENERAL SECRETARY-TREASURER 
Brother Morris 9tgmsn addressed the stances tbst compelled me to take the step. 
Let me now briefly go over the ground and 
then you will realize that It Is Incumbent 
on you to accept my resignation. 
"Even before the Cleveland convention 
my health was undermined. The shame-
ful murder ^charge brought against myself 
and my colleagues by tho enemies of our 
Union and the 12 weeks' confinement In 
tho Tombs prior to tho convention, were 
sufficient to cause a breakdown in health 
of a stronger man than I am. I did not 
then realize the seriousness of my condi-
tion. After the convention I have grown 
gradually worse and have often felt unable 
to carry out tho duties and functions of 
my office. I consulted, prominent physi-
cians, and they advised a complete change 
of surroundings. They warned mo that, If 
1 wished to avoid moro sorlouB physical 
complications. I must quit the office. 
"Since the O. E. B. meeting at Boston, 
and the strain to which I have been sub-
jected by recent events, my health has 
steadily declined. Medical advisors abso-
lutely forbid me to retain tho office. They 
urge me to withdraw from my present ac-
tivities and relinquish city life at least for 
a year . ' I am, therefore, compelled to obey 
their orders, 
"I desiro you to realize, brothers, that 
tills resignation Is by no means pleasant 
to contemplate. I have ever appreciated 
highly the great honor conferred upon mo 
by the representatives of our numerous 
membership in electing mo to this Impor-
tant office. I have fully realized tho great 
responsibility attached thereto, and have 
endeavored to the best of my ability to 
carry out tlio duties devolved upon me. 
"It would naturally afford me much 
satisfaction were I In a position to com-
plete the term of office. Unfortunately 1 
reel It would entail a great strain on my 
health, and 1 am sure you do not wish me 
to make such sacrifice.. 
"Let me. however, assure you, brothers. 
that my resignation as secretary-treasurer 
1 have been elected a t the Cleveland con- does not mean my withdrawal from the 
vention of our International in June, ISM. Union which is dear to us all. I remain a 
"As. you will recollect, I tendered my member of the Cloak, Skirt and Dress 
' renixnatlon a Year aco. at the quarterly Pressors' Union, Local No. 3&. I remain In sig i
meeting of the General Executive Board 
held in Boston In October, 1914. I ibi-ii 
explained to you In dctull the circum-
-
the ranks of the great, militant labor army, 
and as soon as my health Is restored l 
shall always be prepared to Join in the 
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struggle of my ulsters and brothers for 
mot* freedom and hajrplnew In the lives 
of our tollers. 
"Fraternally yoors, 
"MORRIS SIGH AN," 
Note—At the G. E. B. meeting In Bos-
ton, referred to In this communication. 
Brother Sigman was prevailed upon to 
post none his resignation for six months In 
the hope that his health would Improve. 
The question having been brought up again 
at t ie Chicago meeting a committee was 
appointed to consider the natter, and at 
this last meeting ii Philadelphia the com-
mittee reported as follows: 
"A* to the resignation of our General 
Secretary-Treasurer wo have confe to the 
conclusion that It would be a physical im-
possibility for Brother Sigman to remain 
In office. His long confinement In the 
Tombs prison and the strain of the recent 
trial have undermined his health. We, 
therefore, recommend that hi* resignation 
be accept od. 
" "(Slgoed) M. AMOUR 
"AB. BAROFF 
"J- HALPERN," 
That Memorable Night 
Musings on tl\c I. •< Hoar* of the Trial of Our Brother* 
BY II, LA\G 
You may smile, call It sentimental to 
feel that way, but I feel proud of the 
em6tlon. 
It was a memorable night. It came to 
pass on Friday, October 8, 1916. a t 10:30 
P. M. Oh, that unforgettable night! You 
might call It a historical night. But the 
labor- movement has many historical day* 
and nights. No. It was more than that. 
• • • 
• 
For -two weeks our accused brothers 
wore the center of public attention. The 
State desired to know how the cloak-
maksra" struggle of 1910 had been con-
ducted. Was It a mere disorderly commo-
tion, a huge mass gone mad, a' wild. 
Irresponsible mob, guidele&s and , unre-
•trained, bent on lawless acta. Intent on 
visiting violence and murder on all thote 
who would not Join them? 
The strike was an extensive revolt In 
the cloak Industry. The accused helped 
In waging n tremendous styuxglo to «11P-
vlate the sufferings of tens of thousands 
of families. It was organlied warfare ror 
more bread and freedom for downtrodden, 
half starved, Insulted people; a mass 
movement for a Utile more happiness in 
their lives and a modest voice In the order-
ing ftf the labor that helps to sustain life. 
The struggle had Its aim. Its perspective. 
These men, standing before the bar of 
justice, all eyes focussed on them, were 
leaders and workers in that struggle. The 
question now asked was: Are their hands 
V """ 
clean, free from stains of blood? There 
were those who tried to binder the 
struggle—did the accused advocate or con-
spire to get them out of the way; were 
they accessory to tho murder? Thus for 
two weeks our brothers were In the public 
eye. being weighed online scales of justice. 
• • • 
My memory goes back to the month of 
June, Our brothers were then behind the 
bars tn the Tombs; the shadow of a 
framed-up charge hovering; over them. I 
gladly seized the opportunity to pay them 
a visit. Looking at Slgman through the 
bars I was anxious to And words of cheer, 
courage and comfort, but the heart was 
full to overflowing and the words stuck In 
my throat. 
Some distance away from Sigman'* cell 
I noticed a dark young roan with a look 
of terror In his large diatend&i eyes, walk-
ing nervously to- and fro, evidently tor-
tnentnrf by Intense anguish of soul. His 
fists wore clenched as if in mad anger with 
himself; his spirit seeming to be engaged 
In a fight with his confined and damp sur-
roundings, as If he would wish for the fate 
that was awaiting him to come quickly and 
end tho wretched, unbearable existence. 
Slgruan told me that the unfortunate 
man had boon- round guilty Of murdering 
a woman and would soon be taken away 
to the death house, there to await the 
hour of breathing his last on the electric 
chair. An Involuntary shudder came over 
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sae a t the thought. Our friends, too, are 
under a murder charge. Will they—those 
high-minded Idealists—does that late. . . . 
My mind abruptly turned away from the 
though t 
Y«», Suikees andVhtn gang of traltora 
desire It: but the court will first prove the 
conspiracy. 
* • • . . 
And now we have reached the last day 
of the trial. The minds of all our organ-
lied workers a re directed townrd tho 
criminal court bulltllng of Naw Yot-k City. 
In one of the rooms there the Anal word 
la to be ut tered. The prosecution has fin-
ished its case. I ts "evidence" was clumsy 
and devoid of sens* and veracity; yet 
language any similarity to / h a t of the un-
derworld, the language of blood and Iron. 
or la It the language of enlightenment, of 
conviction, of unity and fraternity? 
Tb« last day of the trial IB gone and the 
night shadows are falling. Doubt and 
anxiety creep over our souls. Win they 
dare to take our brothers away from ue? 
Will they pass a death sentence ort our 
labor movomont? This movement has 
been set In mottonHo make tho masses of 
Immigrant workers more conscious of 
themselves and thefr value to society. Will 
It here be plunged Into a dark abyss? 
"There Is no occasion t o b e so gloomy 
and downcast," you say. "Look, two of 
thcra nave been acquitted. Tho District 
withal, artfully and systematically woven A t t ? ™ J ° " • « » * « * " J * h ° 1 "^ . " V . ^ 
*V 
together so aa to elude the superficial ob-
server. 
Tho witnesses for t h e prosecution a r e 
well known to be unscrupulous, devoid of 
honor and utterly unreliable—the scum of 
the cloakmakers. Assuming a mien of in-
nocent pretense, they all the time betrayed 
tho fact of having been drilled to play 
their part . Who knows what the j u r y — 
the representatives of tho people of the 
Slate—-think of thorn? Perhaps the Jury 
Is mlsied Into bollovlng that Levin and 
Polar are saviors of society, and tha t such 
men as Slgman and his friends, ought to 
be disposed of. Perhaps the Jury thinks 
that Levin, Polar And the rest of the Sul-
kess crowd are plain, honest cloakmakers, 
relating what they actually witnessed. 
Who knows? 
At the moment under contemplation all 
our hearts era draarn to Center Street, to-
ward the Criminal Court. There a r e to b e 
found the representatives of our big or-
ganizations. All of us feel that the trial 
proceeding In that court hus Httlo refer-
ence to the accused personally. Of course, 
these people are dear to us; they have 
devoted thei r best years to the struggle 
a better and easier llfo for (Bo work-
. No. It Is not against ihem privately 
that this prosecution Is directed; for what 
advantage could they personally have 
gained by the alleged homicide? I t la the 
entire trade union movement among the 
Jewish workers with all 1U atraagiM and 
years of suffering tha t Is before the bar of 
Justice. The court is examining tho meth-
ods employed In Its strlkei. the sort of 
language It uses to Its strikers. Has this 
a mistake In regard to Met* and Woolf!' 
But, this fact In itself suggests some 
subterfuge. I t has evidently been planned 
to make us believe that the prosecution Is 
right and is not bas«d on falsehood. True, 
Met* and Woolf ar« free. Wo rejoice In 
their freedom. Bat what about t h e five 
others? we Impatiently ask ourselves. An 
again, the friends of t(ie labor movemen 
are filled with doubt and anxiety. Who 
knows? 
• • • 
Silence reigns In tho court-room. 8: 
preme Court Justice Tompkins sums u 
the case and charges the Jury. He I; 
structs them as to certain legal formulas. 
Let !^*:n form a clear Idea of all tha t has 
b appealed In course i>f tho trial. Of course, 
they must not forget that an adverse ver-
dict will involve fivg human lives, fathora 
of families; but they must a t the same time 
remember tha t the? represent the people 
of the States whose lives likewise must be 
preserved and protected. 
Tho Judge speaks slowly and deliberate-
ly, halting at every sentence. All our 
glances wander frow him to the Jury and 
from the-Jury to our accused brothers. 
One wishes to penetrate the minds 
the jurymen and. fet a glimpse of th* 
lnwa rd feeling. Are they Imbued wl 
Justice, ordinary justice? Then they can-
not find our peoplit guilty. They surely 
have learned duricg this trial that our 
brothers are Innocent and tha t the entire 
charge is a tissue of falsehoods. 
Y « the Judge emphasizes the points 
against the accused, even though he also 
refers to the points brought out by the 
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defence. Ilia tone leads us to imagine that 
bo h u made the "evidence" of the prose-
cation clearer than the strong argument! 
of pur attorneys and the Irrefragable proof 
presented by the witnesses for the defence. 
Terrible depression seems to pervado the 
atmosphere of the court-room, and friends 
exchange ominous glances. Eren the law-
yers betray somo nervousness. As to our 
accused brothers—we seem to he afraid 
to look at thom. One feels that perhaps 
we did not do all We might have done to 
bring oot the truth In clearer, stronger 
and more convincing terms. 
The Judge has concluded his remarks, 
The Jury retires for consultation. We 
watch them Me out one after another in 
alienee. Not even their footstepfl are 
heard. One Is seized with an Impulse to 
demand of thorn imperatively what they 
intend, to do. 
Our Qve brother* are taken away to tbo 
Sheriffs room. They, too, walk In silence; 
their footsteps barely touching the ground. 
We wish we could embrace them and re-
veal our Inner feelings. "Is there aught 
olse wo can do to assuage your sufferings, 
brothers," we seem to assure them. 
We are salted to leave the court-room. 
We are told it. will reopen later; when the 
fate of our brothers will have been de-
cided; when the die will huve been cast 
for the great Cloakmnkers' Union, for our 
labor movement. One feela.a creeping 
chill at tluTf-ftougbt. 
• • • 
The night bos deepened. A maltltude 
has gathered around the court corridors; 
all our own people—leading and active 
men In the movement. They all crowd to 
gain access into the court-room* or"rit least 
to retain some standing space In the cor-
ridors. But the police check this desire. 
We remain outside the building,'walking 
around it, looking through the windows 
and trying to picture to ourselves the 
proceedings within. Through the windows 
in the sheriff's room we perceive shadows 
moving to. and" fro. They are the forms 
of our accused brothers. No doubt, they 
are trying In thli way to dispell sombre 
thoughts. 
I recall the agitated movements of the 
dark young man with the distended eye 
pupils, the shadows or death on bis fore-
head—the man I met In the Tombs when 
1 visited our friends. Gloomy mind pic-
tures and black forebodings seem to 
emerge from the darkness of the night: 
A dead house, an electric'chair, our de-
voted and/ faithful comrades But no, 
away with these thoughts! I turn from 
my own Imaginings Into the throng of the 
many friends who have congregated here. 
These, too, can hardly escape the torroenta 
of doubt nnd depression. But being to-
gether we presently begin to feel more 
cheerful. Some whose optimism never for-
sakos them try to dispel the gloom. One 
cracks a Joke a t the District Attorney's 
expense; another utters an Imprecation on 
the Sulkeas gang. Yes, the atmosphere is 
now decidedly clearer, although some are 
absorbed In deep thought, holding com-
mune with their own souls. «* 
Meyer London appears In front of the 
building. He is decidedly optimistic— 
"Frlonds, don't despair. Only Idiots could 
pass sentence on our people. They will 
surely be acquitted." 
Yes, we agree with our Congressman. 
But the time seems to drag along so slow-
ly, snd doubt returns. "Who knows, after 
all? Why does It last so long? Have 
the Jurymen failed to unravel the tangled 
Bkeln of a shameful plot batched by un-
clean hands? Wherefore all this deliber-
ation? 
London cannot remain with us. Be must 
go home. It seems to us that his optimism 
has disappeared. He docs not care to-be 
present. Yet ho knows all about the 
struggle ^f 1910. Oh, what a struggle! 
What Idealism, devotion, self-sacrifice! 
What deep sense of responsibility on the 
part of tho leaders! Why cannot ho he 
present a t the final word.. .Oh, Heavens, 
why does ft last so long? 
* • • • 
The doors of the court-room are opened, 
but there Is hardly room enough for all. 
The throng Is too enormous. Bat most of 
us, with tho assistance of the attorneys or 
reporters manage to squeeze In. Yes, we 
are inside. Soon, soon we shall know. 
See, hero Is Morris Hlllquit. But where 
Is bis characteristic smile? Is he, too, 
despondent? He, the soul of the defence 
—what does It all mean? See, there la 
the well-known lawyer, Abraham Levy. 
How splendidly he defended our brothers. 
But why so penBlvo? What has happened? 
There, near the ladles, tho life-partners of 
the defendants. Is B. Schlesinger and how 
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pale? There, alio, are M«U and Woolf. 
their facial IUUHCIMT nervously twitching. 
They are free; but what about their com-
les? They tfrom awfully agitated. Here 
there one gercelves friends, belonging 
the same group of acttve splrlta In the 
movement, and all with deep anxiety de-
picted tn their oy*a, waiting nervously and 
. Impatiently. 
Here cornea the District Attorney—the 
man who pressed the chargos. He, too. Is 
pale. Perhaps ho Is concerned about the 
possible consequences of this ridiculous 
scheme against our movement. Perhaps— 
tne worm ot compunction—but no; mat 
cannot be. It Is not fear of consequences. 
That Is his natural mien. It has been said 
that he cannot eton smile. Yet, on second 
thought, who can divine the Inner soul? 
My thoughts turn lo the wives of our 
accused brothers, I want to see their ex-
pression—how do they feel? And oh, look 
at their eyes! What pain and anguish. A 
creeping chill overtakes me contemplating 
their Inner feelings. But why does It last 
so long? 
At last the Judge enters and the jury-
men are filing In. They carry their over-
coats with them. They are all ready. 
What tidings do they bring us? Is It 
death, annihilation, or life, freedom? 
What have they been (Joins in that room, 
there? Did sound sense and human feel-
ing prevail, or what? 
Here, see. our people are brought in— 
81 groan, Wcldlngor. Singer, Ashpls. stup-
ntker "Will they soon be with us? 
la It possible otherwise," our minds en-
quire. Whereforo all these forms and 
ceremonies? Of course, they will be with 
US. 
Tha Judge: 
"Qectlemen of the Jury, look 
accused." 
Our hearts thump. What is this 
What are they going to do? 
"What Is your verdict," the Judge con-
tinues, "guilty or not guilty?" 
"Not guilty," was the Jury's cool reply. 
Not guilty! Our five brothors are not 
guilty. They are free, all of them free; 
and all join In general embrace and loud 
kisses are heard; others dance for very 
joy. But silence la ordered In the court-
room. The j a r r no* to bo dismissed. The 
Judge has something to say: but who can 
stem the onrush of joyful emotion? It 
seems sheer impossibility. 
• * • 
W* are all on the street. Soon our 
brothers will bo with us. Wo fool jdlly 
aud In lighter veTn, like children. We 
give each othor hearty handshakes. We 
embrace in brotherly fashion. We have 
'secured a great victory and are in festive 
mood, ** 
Thus we proceed to the East 8tde— the 
quarter which teems with our fellow 
workers—to the Forward Building, where 
an Improilsed meeting Is held to congrat-
ulate our brothers, 
"Extra," the newsboys shout "The 
union men havo been acquitted." People 
eagerly buy the extras. 
All heart* rejoice. How splendid! 
What a blow to onr enemies! What an 
awakening in our movement—the move-
men- for more bread and greater freedom! 
Let the day be entered on record. It 
was Friday, October S, 1816. 10:30 p. m. 
• 
Monthly News and Elyents 
By M. H. DANISH 
— 
THE MEETING OF THS GENERAL EXECUTIVE historic trial of the seven cloak makers 
BOARD IN PHILADELPHIA ^r% k e p l l D 0 officers busy on the firing 
lines everywhere. The stress has now 
somewhat subsided, and this quarterly 
meeting took stock of the occurrences of 
last summer and fall and mapped out plans 
for renewed activity for the coming winter. 
The sessions of the Board have not 
lacked In Interest and that has always 
characterised overy one of Its meetings. 
The fifth quarterly meeting of the Gen-
eral Executive Board was held October 18-
XI at Hotel Walton In Philadelphia. Ths 
last strenuous few months In ths lite of 
our International Union, the memorable 
controversy In tha cloak trade In New York 
City, the successful organizing campaign 
Iii Vhli a«o, and last, but not least, the now 
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While a number of organizing plans bad 
been completed prior to this meeting, there 
came up before (he Board's attention a 
number of roqucsta and suggestions which 
will have to be given prompt and proper 
solution. Notably, the chUdren'B dross. 
house dress and the embroidery trades 
situation! In New York City, the Cleveland 
and Cincinnati cloak situation, the recent 
acquisitions and developments In tbo cor-
set lnduitry, the ladles' tailors' strike in 
New York, and many other things too 
numeroui to mention. 
THE PHILADELPHIA JUBILATION MASS 
MEETING 
One of the ugliest pieces of police 
prudery that has ever put Itself to an ex-
hibit wai let loose In tbo city of "brother-
ly love" on Sunday, October 17. upon a 
mass of several thousand workers, mostly 
cloakmakers. who gathered to attend a 
mass meeting at the Arch Street Theatre, 
arranged for the purpose of celebrating the 
victory o' the seven members of our Union 
who had gained vindication and freedom 
from the handB of a jury In the recent 
great trial In New York* Under the pre-
text that It Is unlawful to hold any meet-
ings In Philadelphia, to which admission 
fees are charged, the bluecoats charged 
into the great crowds that gathered In 
front ,of the theatre and In spite of many 
protestations prohibited the meeting and 
dispersed the orderly masses. 
But the Philadelphia workers were not 
to be cheated of their share of Joy and holi-
day making upon tho occasion of the libera-
tion of their leaders. Taking advantage of 
the fact that the General Kxecutlvo Board 
was In sssalon during the following week 
In Philadelphia, the Cloakmakers' Union 
hired the big Third Regiment Armory hall 
at Broad and Wharton streets, the biggest 
meeting place in Philadelphia, which can 
comfortably^house an audlenco of 8,000 
[JrT^tiursday, October St. The 
Philadelphia workers, indignant at the 
treatment they had received at the hands 
of their guardians a few days kgo, came 
to greet the leaders of the International 
Union- in tremendous numbers. 
The great hall waa -overfilled.* and the 
ovation given to the liberated members of 
the Now York Cloakmakers waa an over-
whelming one. Philadelphia acquitted It-
self In a splendid way in one of the great-
est labor meetings ever held In that city. 
Among the chief speakers were Morris 3lg-
man, secretary-treasurer of the Interna-
tlonah Union; H. Welcberg and President 
Schleslnger. Vice-President Max Amdur 
presided. 
PRESIDENT SCHLESINCUfS FAR WESTERN 
TRIP 
President Schleslnger has left tor San 
Francisco as delegate to the convention of 
the American Pederalion of Labor that 
commences Its sessions In that city on 
Monday, November 8. 
While on his way across the continent 
Brother Schleslnger will visit a number 
of our locals which are located In towns 
along his route. Preparations have al-
ready been completed for mass meetings 
in the following cities; 
Pittsburgh, October 28, 
Cleveland, October 29. 
Toledo, October 30. 
Chicago, October 31. 
St. Louis. November 1. 
Omaha, Neb.. November 3. 
Denver, Col., November 5. 
Besides these. President Schleslnger ex-
pects to visit and address meetings dur-
ing'bis two weekB" sojourn on the-'Pacific 
coast In the cities of Seattle (Wash.), Los 
Angeles (Cal.i. Stockton (Cal.) and In 
San Francisco. 
LOCAL NO. 1, BOSTON RAINCOAT MAKERS. 
ALIVE AGAIN 
Last month we mentioned In these 
columns that an a result of the remarkable 
victory In the raincoat trade In New York, 
the Boston raincoat makers started a cam-
paign for the upbuilding of their Union 
and the betterment of condltloni in their 
trade. To-day we are in a position to 
state that after a series of conferences with' 
their manufacturers they have signed with 
them an agreement which gave the workers 
numerous CUUCKMIODS and Important raise* 
Jn wages, As a result of this agreement 
the old Local No. 7, which was all but dis-
banded during the past year, has taken a 
strong grip on life now and numbers In Its 
ranks practically every man and woman 
worker In the raincoat trade In Boston. 
Vice-President Dublnsfcy has contributed a 
good deal towards thejuccessful ending of 
their negotiations with their employers. 
In connection with the awakening of the 
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raincoat trade In each and every niarkat. 
Bast and Wert, the plucky Oght that our 
Local, 54, Raincoat Makera of Chicago, 
against a few of their employers, notably 
the Arm of Rosonwald ft Wall, deserves 
attention. The numb«r ot raincoat work-
ers In Chicago la rather small and their 
resources correspondingly limited. Yet In 
spite ot this and'the very adverse trade 
conditions for the lent year or so, they 
havo relentlessly endeavored to unionize 
every shop In Chicago. They are In the 
midst of a very bitter &ght Just now, end 
it looks that they will win out after all. 
NEWS FROM NEW JERSEY 
Brother Max Kovlnsky, the new man-
ager of the Now Jersey office, reports as 
follows on the condition of affairs in that 
locality. 
The Hudson County district consists of 
96 shops In 18 different towns. 
A number of shops havo already moved 
to Now York on account of not having 
any work, and R still greater number now 
located in this county have very little to 
do. As an Instance, the shop of the Equit-
able Cloak Company, runs only twelve ma-
chines out of their thirty; the Edclson and 
the Goldberg Bros, shops have only four 
machines occupied of their ten machines, 
etc. No new shops hsve boon opened In 
this locality In the laat few weeks. , 
The strike with the firm of Kallsher 
Skirt Company In Trenton.was settled on 
condition that the shop In Trenton 'Is to 
be given up as soon as the shop in New 
York I* opened. Another strike occurred 
at the Economy Cloak Company at 342 
Hudson avenue, West Hoboken. The strike 
did not last more than one hour and the 
employer acceded to our demands. 
THE SPECIAL DEFENSE COLLECTIONS IN 
BOSTON 
•:^ That Boston haa compact, strong organ-
i s a t i o n was evidenced clearly enoagb-wlth-
In the last few months when -the cloak-
makerl of that city succeeded In getting 
from their employers an Improved and 
much better agreement without a strike. 
This month has brought to light another 
side of oar Boston cloak makers, which is 
iust ss characteristic of the loyal feeling 
and deep concern that they have for their 
, 
organization, fU leaders and its tlesUalDt— 
namely, their shop collections for the De-
fense Fund, These were started within 
the first two weeks of tho past month. 
When one takes into account the fact that 
tho Boston cloak market Is, after all, 
qulto a limited ono, the sum already col-
lected, amounting to $762.88, is very grati-
fying. Practically every shop in Boston 
was represented- in these collections, and 
Brother Rosonberg writes to us that there 
aro some more to come. Below we 
printing a full list of these donations. 
MONEYS COLLECTED FOR DEFENSE 
< M. ft C. Skirt Co., 1128.48; Wasserm 
shop, $9.15; B.-^ ft A. 8klrt Co., $9.66; J. 
Kaufrnan, 16.98; Columbia Skirt Co., 
$16.9©'; Star Cloak Co., skirt makers, 
14.10; Liberty, $6.30; Louis Amsell, «&; 
Olobo Skirt Co., $14.80; .Liberty Cloak 
Co., J*.05; A. Weln ft Co., $10.25; R. M. 
Rubla, $16.90; National Cloak Co.. $10.S0; 
Siege! Bros., 16,30; Star Cloak Co., coat 
operators, f 13.05; A. Ulllan ft Co., $14.30; 
Atlas Mfg. Co., $14.26; Goldman, Silver-
man ft Barbel, skirt operators^ $10.35; 
Goldman, Silverman ft Barbel, coat 
operators, $36.35; Albert Horensteln, op-
erator of M. ft O. Skirt Co.. $1.31; Freed-
man Bros., $31.46; Fllene's shop, $7,66; 
Ideal Cloak Co., $0.86; Royal Skirt Co., 
$2.93; Clark ft Silverman, $4.66; Eastern 
Skirt Co., $9.75; Puritan Skirt Co., $8.40; 
Suffolk Cloak Co., $4.66; Mnnhattan'CIoak 
Co., S3.30; Boston Skirt Co., $8.80; Sam 
Star, $2.56; United Cloak Co., $2,50; Wm. 
Klein ft.Co., $5.66; J. Rubin, $25.88; H. 
Kaufman ft Co., $4.90; Metropolitan Cloak 
Co., 181.40; Specialty Cloak Co., $11.90; 
Needleman, $2; Beacon Skirt Co.. $10,20; 
American Cloak Co., $2.25; Washington 
8klrt Co.. $10,66; Mr. Welnsteln, operator 
of Ms ft C- Skin Co., $1.86; Judab-Qold-
berg Co., $8.80; 11. Qreenberg. $6,95; A. 
Gordon ft Co., $9.65; Godes ft Feldman, 
$2.60; Century Skirt Co., $26: Torey Ep-
stein ft Co., $11.60; Crown Cloak Co., 
$4.35; Joseph Rudy, $17.50; Boston Skirt 
Co.. 32.20; Gllckman ft Newhoff, $18.25; 
C. ft J. Herscavits, $20.60: Shapiro ft 
Olson, $22.36;" Grass ft Mlfler, $31.40; 
Nov I ck ft Apple, $21.10: Now England 
Cloak Co., $10.7$; Rosenberg Bros., $7.06: 
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COUNTRYWIDE SUPPORT FOR OUR DEFENSE 
' - " / • F U N D 
An outstanding feature, and One that 
will be remembered long and strong by the 
membership of our International Union 
fi tbo response that was given by a num-
ber of locals belonging to the various In-
ternational unions and city central bodies 
of the American Federation of Labor to 
our Legal Defense Fund. Inadvertently 
the appeal to the various locals composing 
the American Federation of Labor move-
ment of the land, could not go out earlier 
than at the end of September, as the status 
of the case was held In doubt until the 
very last fow days beforo It was marked 
for trial. In consequence the majority of 
the labor organizations have received the 
appeal practically after our brothers wero 
liberated. However, (he appeal and the 
response to It has shown to us that the 
labor unloni from one end of the land to 
the other, without distinction of craft and 
race, have understood tho significance of 
the battle that wo waged against our per-
secutors and the' prosecutions that wo are 
yet confronted with In connection with the 
wholesale Indictments returned against 
our members upon the* perjured testimony 
of scab agents &nd underworld ileathi. 
A list of the organizations that have 
rospondod to our call, will be given in the 
next Issue. In tho meantime we send 
these organisations our sincere thanks. 
ORGANIZER WEINBERG IN BOSTON AND 
CANADA 
During the month Jnst passed Brother 
H. WelnTOrg paid a visit to our locals In 
Boston and Canada. While In Boston he 
attended a mass meeting of our new skirt-
makers' Local No. %K. at which be urged 
the question of raising a big defense fond. 
From Boston he went to Montreal to at-
tend a conference arranged -by the Joint 
Board of that city. As a result of Ms visit 
tho organisation Is again ready to do its 
legitimate work, the protection of its mem-
bers from greed and aggression. 
There Is a strike on now-in Toronto at 
tho Canadian Cloak Company, where about 
sixty people arc employed. It came about 
through the-machinations of a hew fore-
man, »n ex-henchman of tho notorious non-
union firm, Eaton A Co., *ho planned to 
start the doakmakors of W Canadian 
Company's shop on a week work basis. 
They resented this scheme, and when the 
system was Introduced went out on strike. 
The Toronto cloakmakers haro rallied to
 ; 
their assistance and are conducting the 
light In a lively way. The presence of 
Brother Weinberg at their meeting has 
given them additional Inspiration and con-
fidence of ultimate victory.
 f 
CHICAGO AFTER THE AGREEMENT 
The sesson, from the point of view of 
work. Is quite a disappointing one In Chi-
cago. To be suro, there is little work In 
the factories and the worker* feet quite 
depressed over it. 
I t ' takes a great deal of persistent and 
assiduous work to build up and perfect a 
strong organization and tho Chicago or-
ganisers are hard at work at this task. 
The agreement has undoubtedly brought 
about a number of important improve-
ments for the 4,000 cloakmakeri of Chi-
cago. A fifty hours week work, time and 
a half for overtime, material Increases In 
wage* and earnings—these are all capital 
gains; bealdes that, the final realization of 
a way to settle the very sore and vexations 
problem of unequal division of-work dur-
ing slack time, which made It quite a usual 
occurrence" to have a part of the workers 
In the same factory work overtime while 
the other part was literally starved. 
There are about 6,000 people employed 
In the cloak and skirt Industry In Chicago. 
The present agreement embraces only 
those employed In the houses of the mem-
bers of the association. The remaining 
2.000 are still working under the old in-
tolerable conditions; hence the necessity 
for strenuous organisation work. It Is 
necessary to see to it that the remaining 
employers introduce the same conditions 
In their factories as those that exist In the 
association houses. 
The leaders of tho Union have left this 
problem for the next spring season, which 
Is the better of the two in Chicago. The 
next few months the local unions intend 
to devote to strengthening their ranks and 
to gathering forces for the next step ahead. 
There Is at present an effort In preparation 
to organ Ixo the skirtmabers, of which 
only a small proportion was enrolled Into 
the unions during last.month. 
Speaking of Chicago. It may not he amiss 
to state that tho local Ladles' Tailors' 
Union, Local 71, which has been in a dor-
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mant state for quit* tome time, has lately 
come back Into being and Is doing con- aspiration*. 
Blderabie organizing work at present A 
new set of officers bas been put to work 
and they see good results ahead of them. 
which body they havo laid their plana and 
TBI EMBROIDERERS' LOCALS' PREPARATORY 
WORK 
The year that bas gone by did not pass 
In rain for the embroidery workers. Locals 
NOB. 6 and 6. They have pursued a quiet, 
constructive campaign. In so far as their 
own small means permitted them and. 
were aided* quite generously by the gen-
eral office from time to time. To-day they 
have gained access Into some of the biggest 
shops In the city, such as the plant of Ein-
stein, Wolf ft Co., the president of the 
Embroidery Manufacturers' Association; 
iediann A Rsblnowltz, and many others. 
The new element that has entered the New 
York local Is full or vigor and determina-
tion and now Locul No. 6 has formed a 
Joint Board with their New Jersey Local, 
No. 5, and together they are about to make 
sn energetic effort to start a general strike 
movement and to make the coming season 
In the trade a memorable one for the 
workers. The embroidery workers are 
now looking forward towards the decision 




THE WAY THEY FELT ABOUT IT IN SAN 
FRANCISCO 
From among the mass of telegrams, let-
ters and messages that have literally 
flooded the general offico, upon the receipt 
of the great, glad news* on October 8, the 
following letter from the Par West Is so 
characteristic for Its buoyancy, sincerity 
and wholesome spirit that we print It here 
In full. It comes from the secretary of the 
new Local 8, San Francisco, Cal.: 
"Dear Brothers: 
"Accept heartiest congratulations from 
Local 8. Wo here, 'way out In the Golden 
West, have been following closely the case 
of our beloved brothers, picked for mar-
tyrs by the enemy. It la with the most 
heartfelt Joy that we read of yonr victory-
We had not the slightest doubt of the out-
come. At every meeting we discussed the 
progress of the case—In the parks, at 
home, whenever we met. Only last night 
when I received my New York Call, I read 
It to them, of the discharge -f Wolf and 
Met*, and I foretold that the rest would 
be discharged the next day. The Call has 
Just Informed me so. What would we do 
without the Call? It certainly Is the wage 
slave's paper. Why, out here, the p*pera 
haven't even as much aa mentioned..'the 
case. 
"Last night at our meeting we have en-
rolled a bunch of young women from a 
shirtwaist shop, mil of them good unionist* 
from Now York. We expect to do big 
thingn hen>. We are now afflltated with 
the Contra! Labor Council of thia city. 
"When Brother Sthlestnger cornea to 
San Francisco we expect to arrange a mass 
meeting. We have already been figuring 
on It and are going to make a auccets by 
all means. Greeting* to •••'•'• 





ORGANIZER SOLOVlOFF IN SYRACUSE 
Our local union. No. 45. Ladles' Tailors, 
of Syracuse, N. Y., has requested the gen-
eral office last miinih to aend a ropresen-
latlve of tho International over to tholr 
city to aettle tbelr troubles with a big local 
Arm, N. Peters Company, and to alga an 
agreement with them. The tailors of that 
shop have presented new demande for a 
ralso In wages and a shortening of hours 
which the Arm seemed very reluctant to 
grant. 
. Brother A. SoloviofT succoeded In renew-
ing the agreement upon the new terma 
presented by the workers. He reports that 
Syracuao has a great number of ladles' gar-
ment workers who are as yet unaffiliated 
with our organization, but who could be 
enrolled without difficulty If sufficient at-
tention were given thla matter. 
TAILORS THEJJKIKE OF THE LADIES' 
At the writing of these lines tbe strike 
or tho New York ladles' tailors has coma 
to an ond. Early In the strike at least one 
hundred shops of tho Arms that did not 
belong to the association. Including aome 
of the biggest arms la the trade, have 
settled with the Union. In most of tho 
fashionable uptown shops tho strike, how-
m r , was not a success. A^ the begin-
ning some of these firms evinced a desire 
to go to arbitration. They, however. pro-
Posed to bring before the arbitrators even 
such questions that wore won nnd settled 
in the strikes of four and two years ago. 
To this the strikers objected and in the 
deadlock that ensued the employers auc-
c«eded with the aid of numerous "guards" 
and tbe loyal assistance of the police in 
setting back tbe hopes and aspirations of 
Ute Ladles' Tailors' Union for a little time 
to come. 
FIVE CORSET WORKERS' LOCALS 
ENGLAND 
The organising campaign started last 
August In the great corse* Industry of Maw 
England ts making healthy strides for-
ward, hi addition to tbe Bridgeport ideal, 
the International has chartered four more 
locals In tho same field: Local No. 54, Cor-
set Cutters of Bridgeport; No. 39, Corset 
Cutters of New Haven; No. 40, Corset Cut-
lers of New Haven, and No. 65, Corset 
Workers of Springfield. Mass. 
The two New Haven locals and the 
Bridgeport Cutters' Union came Into being 
as a natural sequence of tbe August cam-
paign which was materially assisted by 
organizers of tho Amerltan Federation of 
Labor. Vice-President Pierce, who has 
since September assumed charge of these 
locals, has opened headquarters for Bridge-
port locals at 414 Warner Building. Regu-
lar meetings are now being held and each 
local has elected a full quota of officers 
and committees. 
The origin of the Springfield local, while 
undoubtedly traceable to the general move-
ment In the trade. Is to be credited to a 
great extent to the untiring efforts of Miss 
Rose Scbnelderman, who was aent to 
Springfield at tbe request of a member of 
tbe Massachusetts Wage Board of tho Cor-
set Industry, Miss Mary Donovan, by the 
general office. Right upon her arrival 
there sho held an open-air meeting In front 
of the Bay State Corset Company's build-
ing and Invited tbe girls to come to a 
meeting at the headquarters of the Central 
Labor* Union to discuss the question of a 
forty-eight hours week and of raises in 
wages. And they came at tbe first call 
and lost no time in speaking out lond their 
grievances and complaints, On the follow-
ing morning tbe firm dlscbarged six of the 
girls appointed as the shop committee at 
the meeting. Immediately the ahop rose in 
revolt and before the noon hour carao every 
one of the 450 girls at the shop walked 
out These were followed by fifty girls em-
ployed by the Quaboag Corset Company. 
Then things began to happen. A meet-
ing was held Immediately at Central Labor 
Hall, a t which many of the leading labor 
men In town were present as speakers. 
The Teamsters' Union of the town Issued 
an ordor that union teamsters were not to 
do any hauling for the Bay State factory 
while the strike was on. The whole town 
• 








IRLS OF THK BAY STATE CORSET CO. 
OF SPRINGFIELD, MASS., ON STRIKE, 
NOW I.OCAL No. 55. \ ' 
• 
was-aroused in symp* 
the brave girls who dared' to 
organize to Iraproro their con-
dition*. One of the main griev-
ances of the girls was the 
thread tax which forced them 
to buy the thread they were 
using in their work, which ate 
pretty deeply Into their meagre 
earnings, aside from numerous 
other complaints, sucb.^  as un-
sanitary conditions of the shops. 
cruel treatment by the fore-
women, etc. 
The first days of the strike 
passed In a state of deadlock. 
The girls picketed the shops, 
and the firm stood pat on Its 
refusal to deal with the girls 
collectively. The Massachu-
setts Stato Board of Arbitra-
tion sent over a commissioner 
to Springfield and he, together 
with Miss Schneldermaa and a 
committee of the local Central 
Labor Union, has finally suc-
ceeded in bringing a conviction 
to the struck firm that they 
were up against a real fight, 
and after a week of striking 
they signed up an agreement 
which conceded to the girls 
practically every point under 
discussion. Tho main conces-
sions are as tallows: 
Reduction of working hours 
from 54 to 18 hours a week, 
abolition of the fine system, re-
vision of the price list for piece 
work and reduction of tho COBI 
of thread to allow the opera-
tives to make the same wages 
under the reduced schedule of 
working hours as under the old 
schedule; all differences that 
cannot be settled to go to the 
State Board of Arbitration; re-
instatement of all employees. 
Including tho six discharged 
from the shop which precipi-
tated the strike; no discrimina-
tion against active union mem-
bers, and the right of the shop 
committee to take up griev-
ances with heads of depart-
ments and the firm. A clause 
also provides that the thread 
\ ' • 
KovRMnnt,"l915 l i 
lax should bo completely abolished by was celebrated by a dance on Friday, Oc-
January 1, 1910, upon n readjustment of lober 15, In one of the largest halls In 
price lists. * Springfield. After their paat experience 
Every man and woman at both fac- .and the lmproTemeau secured, the girl* 
torles have joined the union. The victory will try to have a compact local onion. 
- Julius Woolf—One of the Seven 
By A. ROSKBURV 
The future historian of the Closk-
makera* Union and the International Ladles 
Garment Workers' Union, will meet with 
the name of Julius Woolf in every import-
ant movemont, local or general. Initiated 
by the Union in the paat alt or sewn years. 
When arrested in May last on the ab-
surd murder charge, that has Just ended 
so trUusjpbantly for the Union and so ig-
• nomlnloualy for a gang of plotters and 
perjurors, Woolf was organizer for the 
Joint Board of the Cloak and Sklrtmakers' 
Union. But this was only an incident In 
his career, for lie served the Union in 
various capacities. 
How Woolf had come to be indicted and 
held In the Tombs for twelve weeks, con-
sidering that the case aglnst him collapsed 
before It was sent.to the Jury, is a puxsle 
connected with the methods and workings 
of the District Attorney's office. One ex-
planation is thai the growing labor organ-
isations seem to be a thorn in. the side of 
certain politicians and that prejudice and 
hatred against them arc ripe in that quar-
ter. Else, why should the District Attor-
ney's office commit such grave* errors? 
However, the enemies of the Union have 
been confounded. Woolf and his collea-
gues— SIgman, Mots, Stupnlker, Woldln-
ger, Ashpis and Singer have been vindi-
cated. Justice and truth have triumphed. 
Let us now follow up tho story of Woolf's 
career. 
Like Sanl Meti, Woolf received his In-
itial trade union education when yet In 
Russia. In that remarkable organisation— 
the Bund. Born and brought up in 
Grodno, he was caught In the whirlwind 
of the energetic working class movement 
at a time of life when enthusiasm Is vi-
brant and the vigor of youth rejoices in 
activity. He went through his Hrst train-
ing as an organiser and strike leader as 
far back as 1890. 
INFLUENCED BY SOCIALIST IDEAS 
England and perhaps portly America 
art the only countries where trada 
union agitation was not organised by 
socialists. In Russia It was exclusively 
the work of the Intellectuals who were 
profoundly permeated with the Socialist 
ideal. There, more than In any other 
country. It was Socialism first and trade 
unionism second, or rather, one was so 
completely identified with the other as to 
admit of no separate grouping. Natnr-
ally budding leaders and organisers re* 
celved their main Inspiration from their 
belief In "Socialism—(he Hope of the 
Worker*." 
True, Socialism was tabooed In Russia, 
but that made th*> Russian youth all the 
more hunger and thirst for a know-
ledge thereof. Intelligent young men and 
women managed to obtain this knowledge 
In *pHe of the prohibition. The Bund—4 
distinctively Jewish organ nation—became 
to some extent the publisher and to a large 
extent the distributor of Socialist litera-
ture in Yiddish. It managed to combine 
Socialist theory and trade union practlca 
—something that baa been difficult to 
achieve In more western countries. In-
deed, the freer the. country the greater the 
obstacles in the way of realising combined 
effort and harmonious cooperation between 
thee© two important sections of the great 
working class movement. 
In Russia, at the time under considera-
tion. Bund 1st worklngmen and women 
were Socialists as well as trade unionists. 
No doubt this oxplains why both the 
leaders and rank and file of the unions 
composed of Russian and Polish Immi-
grants are permeated with Socialism. 
Woolf, Ukethonsands of others, embraced 
the Socialistic ideal at on early age and 
became an enthusiastic worker in the or-
Ranked ranks, -
11 Tm; LADIES' GARMENT WORKER 
CONDUCTS TWO SUCCESSFUL GENERAL STRIKES 
It did not take long before Woolf was 
nppolnted ono of the eontral commlttcu 
for Grodno and vicinity. In tho sprlng'of 
1800 the organization called a itrlke of 
military uniform tailors, and assigned 
Woolf aa leader. Naturally tho operations 
were conducted In secret, but the strike 
was a great success nevertheless. 
Worse Industrial conditions than pre-
vailed In that Industry cannot be Imag-
ined. The curse of petty bosses, sweat-
shops, unlimited hours and complete ab-
sence of regulation ruled supreme. 
Nothing could prevent shops and factories 
from being located In dilapidated and in-
sanitary places or private dwellings. Th* 
usual working hours were from 7 A. M. 
to 11 midnight; Thursday all night. On 
account of the strict observance Of the 
Sabbath day, work was suspended in th« 
afternoon on Fridays, resumed again Sat-
urday evenings and continued till mid-
night 
The strike, which lasted three weeks, 
succeeded in ameliorating these harsh con-
ditions. I t raised wages forty percent. 
established a regular workday from 8 A. 
M. to 9 P. M., and abolished night work 
on Thursdays and Saturdays; and the 
gains proved lasting. Shop organisation 
and solidarity compelled the employers to 
maintain the Improvements • wrested from 
them. 
In 1901 a more Serious strike broke out 
among the cloakmakers of Grodno. Work-
ing conditions In this Industry were very 
similar to those from which the military 
uniform tailors had suffered, and then> 
Va*. the further complication of the dual 
system- of piece work and wrtk work 
carried on side by side. The struggle was 
a more arduous one. Inasmuch as th* 
plants were considerably larger—almost 
factories—and their owners richer and 
more powerful. Here ladles* garments 
were manufactured for tho general market 
and goods In large quantities were made 
for stock, both wholesale and retail. 
Woolf took charge of this strike, and, al-
though _Jhe employers maintained a stub, 
born attitude for seven weeks, he finally 
compelled them to recede and grant better 
conditions. 
Pre-existing ' 
to sere* roubles 
won by the workers aa a result of the 
strike fixed the minimum scale at ten 
roubles, a week. Piece and section work 
was abolished. The question of discharge 
was; settled on a basis of six months em-
ployment. A worker hired at tho begin-
ning of the season had to be kept In em-
ployment for six months. If discharged 
'before six months he was to be paid for 
tho entire time. Thus Woolf's education 
ns a strike leader had been gained In tho 
school of practical experience which stood 
blm 'in good stead when he was assigned 
to organizing work In this country. 
I ranged from five 
The concessions 
IN IMMINENT DANCER OF ARREST 
This success was not without Its dan-
gers. In a free country It would brine 
recognition and promotion. In Ruasla It 
brought Woolf and hundreds like him 
nothing but fear of arrest and'probable 
banishment to Siberia^ As a successful 
strike loader he became a marked man. 
for a strike is a crlmo In the eyes of 
Russian bureaucracy. This accounts for bis 
emigration to the United States soon after 
the strike. 
Woolf's next "crime" was his active 
participation In a street demonstration ar-
ranged Jointly by the Bund and the P. P . 
S. (The p . P. S. was a party of Polish 
Socialist workers similar In aim to the 
Bund). 
A distinguished doctor, who had been 
held In great esteem among all classes for 
his generosity and sympathy with revolu-
tionary . Ideas), died at the age or 101. The 
Bund and the P. P. S. decided to use the 
funeral as an occasion for protesting 
against the Inhumanities of Czarlsm. At 
this funeral three well known members 
were arrested. One was subsequently re-
leased, but two had been deported to Si-
beria where ono'of them was murdered. 
Woolf was undor suspicion and In Immi-
nent danger Of arrest. He decided to act 
on tho advice of his best frlopds and flee 
the country. . 
WORKING FOR THE BUND IN THIS COUNTRY 
At the time Woolf landed on these 
shores, In 1903, the trade union movement 
in the garment trades, was not In a flour-
ishing condition. So he Oiled tho void by 
being active 10 the Bundlst societies that 
had sprung up. In New York to render 
moral and financial assistance to the rev-
olutionary movement in Russia. He also 
actively participated ID the upbuilding of 
the Grodno Branch No. 74 of tho Work-
men'* Circle. In which he fa to this day 
one of the most popular member*. 
Woolf Joined the Cloak Operator* 
Union in 1907. Dy that time he had al-
ready acquired a Rood knowledge of ttado 
condition* and realized Tully the need* of 
t h e worker*. l ie felt convinced that their 
condition* could not be Improved without 
a strong union. The trade *a* only partly 
organized and. before Joining decided 
to ascertain the alniB and future PQBBI-
bllltlea of the Union. So he applied' to 
Benjamin Schlesloger. who was then the 
ma.ii»cer of the Cloakmakers* Union, for 
a declaration of principle* or, as ho called 
v **• "a program." Schieslnger wa* agree-
ably lurprlaed to see such an Intelligent 
enquirer before him. Aftor a brief con-
versation Woolf felt fully satisfied that 
tho Union was in tho making and that en-
orsctle men like him wore required to help 
in the work of Its upbuilding. He im-
mediately plunged Into the service of the 
Union, and ever since we find blm active 
In It* council*, dovotlng hi* best time and 
energy to the realization of hi* Ideal— 
a Strong Union. In 1908, at tho Phlla-
; delphla convention .of tho International 
•fl^vas elected one of I'a vice president*. 
WHY THE UNION HADE SLOW PROGRESS 
•Woolf discovered that the handicap to 
the development of a strong union lay 
in the selfish habits of groups of worker* 
In Individual shop* to benefit themselves 
alono through the power of the organi-
zation. At the beginning of the season 
these men would flock to the ofllce, pay a 
nominal Initiation fee, and being enrolled 
a* member* they would, at the opportune 
moment, go on str ike 'for- higher wages. 
• The Union wishing to retain their mem-
bership had no alternative but to endorse 
these shop strike*, and help the men 
fight their bnttles and win; but on return-
ing victorious to thq shop* the men would 
abandon the organisation. 
I n the Blow season, the employer, discov-
er ing their disloyalty to the Union, would 
bring down wages and other conditions 
lower than ever. At the next season the 
men would repeat the process. Thu* the 
progress of the organization was one of fits 
and starts, never sure of Its future- and 
unitble to achieve financial standing or 
develop ,sufficient Influence to effect a 
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general and more or less permanent im-
provement. 
Woolf combated this permlclous habit, 
and along with Ah. Rosenberg, Sol. 
Polakoff and other* at the head of affair* 
deadened a way of meeting the situation. 
When, at the next aeason, the men came 
to DO enrollod again as members, they 
were diplomatically told that there was 
no union to fight their battles or afford 
thom protection; .that the Union wa* no 
plaything to be' used and then discarded. 
If they desired to have a Union, they 
must relinquish the habit of conducting 
•hop *trlkes at every season. 
The effect of this firmness on the part 
of the officer* wa* to enhance the pres-
tige of tho organisation In the eyes of the 
worker* and make It more attractive to 
them. They were only admitted a* mem-
ber*) on condition that they would cease 
conducting Individual shop strikes and 
hold themselves In readiness for a general 
movement affecting the entire Industry. 
Gradually the Idea of a general strike had 
taken root and by means of vigorous agi-
tation It sproad to the factories. In 1910 
the workers were looking forward to It 
and when It finally came they hailed It 
a* their deliverer and Joined tho strike 
with surprising spontaneity. 
\ THE TURN OF THE TIDE 
In 1909, at tho time of the great sblrt-
watet strike, the erstwhile stranded leaders 
regained hope and confidence and braced 
up for the struggle that was to be waged 
the next year. Heretofore only one or 
two officer* were employed full time and 
, paid for thejr services. Now the Inter-
national decided to Increase the staff or 
paid officer* and Woolf together with 
Brothers Slgman and Polafaoff were ap-
pointed to push forward organizing work. 
Tne result of the*e effort* and the crown-
ing victory of the general strike are too 
well known to need stating In detail. 
Suffice It to mention the fact that during 
the general strike Woolf had charge of 
the relief work. This point wa* clearly 
brought out by Attorney Hfllqnlt in his 
great opening speech at the recent trial. 
A man of Judgment and calm delibera-
tion was required Mr thla task. Woolf 
was chosen and be did not misplace the 
confidence reposed In him. He sopervl*ed 
a fund of tens of thousand* of dollars 
which had to be distributed to those of 
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the strikers who mo«t Deeded relief; 'and 
to our beat'knowledge not a murmur of 
complaint has been heard during or alnce 
the atrlke aa to the manner of disposing 
of the funds. No wonder that after the 
•trlke ho was chosen to All responsible 
positions in the Union. For a consider-
able lime Woolf was manager of the Tenth 
Street office, taking charge of complaints 
and their adjustment. . . 
OHIGINATES IDEA OF OFFICIAL ORGAN 
Before and during the general strike 
a weekly bulletin In Yiddish had been Is-
sued by the Joint Board containing trade 
information and shop news. Woolf origin-
ated the Idea of enlarging this bulletin 
to a regular size paper and Issue It weekly. 
Until the strike trade information had 
been disseminated at meetings only; now 
It was Impossible to reach the bulk of the 
60,000 membership through meetings, and 
the Idea of a weekly paper as a solution 
of the difficulty mot with general favor. 
Woolf was the chairman of the preaa com-
mittee and for a* time the paper was under 
hla management. 
When the United Association of cloak 
employers waa : subsequently organized, 
Woolf waa appointed manager of Grand 
Street office. Although busily occupied 
wltlTadJUBtnienta of grievances and other 
matters, he found time to serve on various -
committees and to do election campaign 
work In connection with the Socialist 
Party. In 1.912 Woolf was the manager 
of the Meyer London campaign. Owing 
to corrupt manipulation of votes and In-
timidation of voters, London then tailed 
of election. Woolf, however, had the satis-
faction, of seeing his work in 1912 and 
again In 1914 bear fruit in the latter year. 
INVOLVED IN,THE MURDER 
CHARGE 
them on any and every occasion. Workers 
who had been bogullod Into joining the 
••union" of-scabs and traltora. and then 
discovered tholr mlntako, applied to Woolf 
for counsel and assistance and on discover-
ing their conscientiousness he helped to 
drag them out of the mire. Consequently 
Woolf waa regardod as a dangerous op-
ponent, and they sought to put h|m out of 
the way. 
When the case-collapsed agaluHt Holier, 
aud then against Mots and Woolf, ""the 
Jury's conviction of tho tn'nocenco of the 
rest was considerably strengthened. Wall 
did former Judgo Olcolt point out that It 
the District Attorney could err in the case 
of Meti, Woolf and Holier, be could like-
wise err In the case of Slgman, Stupnicker, 
Ashpla, Weldlnger and Singer. Tho acquit-
tal of these men Is a most serious blow 
to the politicians and their .allies of the 
underworld, in the future they will have 
to think twice boforo they atempt to lay 
their" contaminated hands on the sacred 
edifice* of the union movement. 
. 
' W H Y 
' CHAKUK 
One of the reasons why the renegades 
Vila plotters against the Union Igno-
T b e W a U t m a k e r a in P h i l a d e l p h i a 
Br A. 5Uv«r 
We here. In Philadelphia, have already 
gone beyond the mark. The continued 
anxiety of bow to gain more members haa 
produced In our minds a sort of hellof that 
as soon as wo reached the 2,000 mnrk all 
the stumbling-blocks would disappear and 
our way would bo strewn with narcissuses 
and roues. Well, we have now gone be-
yond the mark. 
Maybe, those things will provoke a sar-
donic smile on tho faces of New Yorkers. 
For In reality, of what significance to them, 
being UB they are In tho very crater of the 
movement. Is a membership of 2,000? in 
one pigeon-hole of a secretary-treasurer of 
any big local In New York are registered 
many more members than In the entire 
Union of Philadelphia. But although you 
mloiouely failed to make out a case against ' in New York may smile at our progress. 
our seven brothers was their spreading the 
net Indiscriminately for all on whom they 
desired to wreak person*] vengeance. 
Woolf drew their hostility because he : 
relentlessly pursued the gang of strike-
breakers, dupes and shady characters 
composing the fake "union." He never lost 
an opportunity 
design* and 
>wing up their evil 
lata and thwartdjl 
wo here live by Philadelphia ideas; and, 
because my conception of numbera and 
streugth Is now more, moderate, I regard 
the little world of my creation with very 
optimistic eyes. 
For. If you will only reflect. Is it not al-
most'a miracle to build up a union of 2,000 
members In such short time? I use the 
word "build" advisedly, because the present 
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Union-in Philadelphia has been really bollt 
and not artificially got together. It baa 
been built In accordance with all the rules 
of modern trade union,architecture, with-
out hysterical Issues, without a semblance 
of agitation for a general strike, without 
promises of Immediate great things. Only 
by organising work and complete mobili-
sation has the UnEon In Philadelphia been 
bujit up. 
The truth of the matter Is that to me, 
brongbt up In an atmosphere of skeptic-
ism or disbelief in the possibility of organ-
ising Jewish laboring masses without a 
general strike—even lo me the campaign 
In Philadelphia Is a Tory importnnt experi-
ment. It has destroyed within me many 
Ideas In regard to the organ liability of the 
Jewish workers in general and the waist 
and dressmakers In particular. 
The Union In Philadelphia has advanced 
substanyaky, not only In membership but 
also In nuances and chiefly In Influence. 
It may sound Incredible that the Union 
In Philadelphia can now compare In funds 
with big and old-established unions In 
New York, but I can assure you of the 
fact As to Its Influence on^tho trade. 
1 can safely assert that all the employers 
of the city, even those whose employees 
aro still outside of tho organization, have 
to reckon with the Union, and that work 
prices and general conditions are under-
going a noticeable Improvement. 
Some employers aro adopting a milder 
attitude to their employees In order to keep 
thdm back from the Union. Other* must 
try to be better because the workers of 
the organised shops Insist on better, treat-
ment. What ever the reason, a general 
Improvement Is taking place. Tho workers 
are beginning gradually to proflt by the 
organisation. As Is usually the case, the 
stronger the union the more the workers 
proflt thereby. 
That tho Influence of our Union on the 
workers in tho trade Is likewise very great 
can be seen from this remarkable fact: 
At the end of last spring season wo had 
some 500 to 600 members, and we have 
entered on the fall soason with 1.S00 
members. Thus during the slack season 
wo have admitted more than 1,000 mem-
bers. In other words, so much are the 
waist and dressmakers Interested In (he 
Union that they pay with their last money. 
STRUGGLES AND GAINS 
Our organizing work u conducted with 
caution and forethought.
 f We try to avoid 
•erlous conflicts with employers and thus 
prevent undue expenditure of union re-
sources. J 
In many shops the situation had become 
so strained that the Union felt compelled 
to take action in order lo defend the 
workers. Strikes have been called in many 
children-dress and waist shops. Naturally 
the Union has not sought official recog-
nition in any of tne&e strike cases hut 
rather to'adjust the troubles. In most 
cases the strikes were called on account of 
bad prices, discharge of loyal Union mem-
bers, or bad treatment. In all cases tho 
atrikos resulted In victory. The Union 
thereby Increased IU prestige, and the 
members have plunged into the work with 
greater enthusiasm. 
So far as the Execntlvu Board and the 
Organisation Committee are concerned, 
thoy d» all In tbolr power to advance the 
Union's Interest. It now remains for tho 
International to come to our assistance and 
wo shall go from strength to strength. 
RKASONS FOR VOTIXG "NO" ON RK-
VI8ED CONSTITUTION 
is-n. il hy New VorK State Federation of 
Labor 
To the Officers and Members of Central 
and Local Labor Unions of New York 
State: 
In obedience to tbtj instructions given 
by the State Conference of Organized La-
bor held In Albany, October 4th. at the call 
of the State Federation of Labor, at which 
conference It was resolved unanafmously 
to oppose the Rovitted Constitution to be 
voted on by tho people November 2nd, the 
Ksecutlve Council of the Bt»te Federation 
of Labor submits to you the following rea-
sons for voting against the Revised Con-
stitution, drafted by the recent' Constitu-
tional Convention. 
1. BECAV8K, the memorial of organ-
ised labor, containing our proposals, 
adopted May 36 and presented lo the con-
vention as tho petition of tho united wage-
earners of this State, was ignored in every 
particular that would redress the wrongs 
of labor .or give wage-earners a fnnda-
monlal benefit. 
•v 
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I. BECAUSE, by tbt creation of tbo 
"Short Ballot" system of appointive ad-
ra in In*, ration of our government, power Is 
centralised in a fow bands, "Invisible Gov-
ernment" firmly intrenched, and the state 
government removed from tbt hand* of 
tbe people. 
3. BECAUSE, by deliberately removing' 
from tbo Bill of Rights a provision that 
military tribunal* ihall not exercise au-
thority over private citizens we are con-
fronted with military despotism. 
. 4 . BECAUSE (he judicial system Is 
packed with new power that can bo used 
against labor, and we know by experience 
how It has been used. Because It seeks 
to abolish Jury trials In criminal causes. 
Because It seeks to create powerful Judges 
without nomination or election .by tbe 
people. 
5. BECAUSE it seeks to make the State 
Labor Department and the Workmen'! 
Compensation law the football of foul par-
tisan politics for all time to come. 
C. BECAUSE It denies tbe right to es-
tablish living wages for women and chil-
dren In employment 
7. BECAUSE it gives "Invisible govern-
ment" another clutch on the Legislature 
by permitting assemblymen and senators 
to be given other appointive state Jobs. 
thus assuring control of the law-making 
power. : 
8. UKCAVNK It denies recognition of 
the Right-Hour Day and prevailing Rate 
of Wages on public work. 
9. B E C A U S E It denies the principle that 
the labor of a human being Is not a com-
modity or article of commerce. 
• --.l"- BECAUSE It denies tbo prayer of 
labor 's Memorial "(bat the writ* of habeas 
corpus shall never be suspended,'? thus 
strengthening military domination. 
II . BECAUSE it refused to make a 
plain and clear definition of freedom of 
• 
speech and froodo.m of tbe press, thus 
leaving them subject to court decision In 
the futnro as in the past. 
18. BECAUSE we refuse to accopt tho 
U p 
crumbs of consolation offered us In allow-
ing "occupational diseases" to bo Insured, 
when the auras document undertakes to 
destroy popular government and place tho 
people under the autocratic rule or buroau-
crats^ 
13. BECAUSE in the final analysis, the 
Revised Constitution Is the product of a 
convention of which 134 6f the 168 dele-
gates were lawyers, more familiar with the 
tricks of Juggling law than with doa 
out even Justice to the people. 
THEREFORE, we advise you to vote 
against the entire three propositions sub-
mitted by the Constitutional Convention. 
If theso propositions^™ adopted on Elec-
tion day, you and yours will be bound and 
gagged after January 1, 1916, 
This matter requires your immediate 
active co-operation. It must be brought 
to tbo attention of every member of your 
organization, either a t a regular or special 
meeting at once. If a meeting of your 
union Is impossible, call your offlcors to-
gether and send word to all members to 
vote "No" on tbe Revised Constitution. 
Yours fraternally, 
IAMBS P. HOLLAND, Presld 
T. M. GUBRlN, 
CHAS. HANSTEIN, 
J . CURTIS, 
JORGE C. KING. 
KOVELESKI 
JOS. A. MULLANEY, 
OEO. T. McOUIRB, 
JOHN C. CLARK, 
JOSEPH DEHAN, 
HARRY A. ENGLB,. 
NELLIE KELLY, . 
EDWARD A. BATES, Sec.-Treas. 
Execntive Council. 
DO YOU WEAR A PIN OR A BUTTON BEARING 
EMBLEM OF YOUR INTERNATIONAL UNION? 
. -
IF NOT-WHY NOT? 
S 
Get one from your Local Secretary and show your employer and your 








Decision of the Council of Conciliation 
On the Queition of Legal Holiday*, Saturday Overtime end (be Matter of Teldnf 
Up Complaints 
.endered Monday, October 25, 1916.) 
p. Adler: "1L paragraph 7 of (he recom-
mendations of tho Council of Conciliation 
In tho Cloak, Suit and Skirt Industry, It 
was provided: 'That the following ques-
tions shall be asbmltted to tho arbitration 
of this council, tuelr decision to bo ren-
dered within thirty days, and to be ao-
,. cepted as*final and binding' 
A. Whether the presaera and piece 
workers shall, during eight weeks In 
each season, be permitted to work over-
time on Saturday until A o'clock. 
B. What legal holidays shall bo ob-
served In the Cloak, Suit and Skirt In-
dustry, and under what conditions they 
shall be observod. 
" A t the request of counsel for the anions 
the meeting of the Council of Conciliation 
waa postponed until October 6. 
"rfWhe meeting of the Council of Con-
ciliation on October 6. the unions were 
prevented for serious reasons from being 
present or represented. It was, therefore, 
provisionally arranged that on four Satur-
days of the month of October overtime 
should be allowed, until 4 p.-m. for press-
ers snd finishers, subject, however, to the 
following provisos and safeguards, that 
the work done should consist of finishing 
touches only on goods otherwise ready tor 
shipment. That work should be done ex* 
cluslvely on goods actually shipped the 
same afternoon. That overtime on Satur-
day should not bo used to reduce the work-
ing foree employed during the week. 
"At the meeting of the Council of Con-
ciliation hold on Friday,'October. 22, both 
sides being fuHy heard, tho council was 
Impressed with tho conviction that the ob-
servance of the safeguards provided In the 
provisional arrangements cannot be satis-
factorily controlled, especially not In the 
fifteen hundred or more shops outside the 
Manufacturers' Association, and In the ab-
sence of a numerous force of Inspectors 
It Is not to be expected that this condition 
Is likely to ctfango. The conncll. In mak-
ing* tho provisional arrangement, did not 
for the moment Intend to imperil the Sat-
urday half-holiday, which It regards as 
due to the workera and ot which they 
should not be deprived). 
"It la, therefore, decided that hereafter 
_ overtime work on Saturday after I o'clock 
shall not be permitted except hi Individual 
cases. An emergency arising, the consent 
of tho tmlone chnll bo duly secured hy thu 
manufacturers in each case by previous 
arrangement. 
"In regard to the holidays. It Is tho de-
cision of the council after very careful can-
vassing of all the points presented, that 
the following holidays shall bo eliminated 
from the Hat of ten holidays: Columbus 
Day, Election Dey, New Year's Day and 
Lincoln's Birthday. 
"In regard to the matter of the deter-
mination of complaints, the council has 
not considered that, but if there Is no ob-
jection by my colleagues (and If there Is, It 
will be so stated). I should like to express 
the Tlow thai no complaint for which 
either of the parties holdB Itself respons-
ible, shall bo rejected by the other party 
or nhnll be disallowed by ihn dictum of 
the other party. It is contrary to the spirit 
of the agreement that either tho manufac-
turers or the anions shall present a com-
' plaint and that it shall be annulled or not 
honored by the oilier side acting alone. 
"On the question of holidays, we have 
consulted on the subject, and the council 
Is unanimously of tho opinion that the am-
plified statement that I gave covers the 
point, so far as wo desire to cover It; thnt 
it Is understood that workmen shall report 
on those days, that there shall be no ab-
sentation, but that individual cases shall be 
duly considered and shall not be ground 
for discharge; but whore men absent them-
selves It Is expected that they shall give 
notice at least the day before. We want 
to hnve the decision of this council sig-
nificant. We want It to have a meaning. 
If It means that any onion or any gronp 
of people shall be at liberty,'then It has 
no meaning. At the same time we do not 
wish to make the situation Intolerable for 
one man or a number of men. who wish 
to observe New Year's Day. or for Itallsns 
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reasonable employer will understand the 
spirit in which the decision Is made." 
VJpoti a question by Mr. Wile as to what 
was meant by the words: "That the finish-
ing touches could be done by permission 
or by consent," 
Dr. Adler said: "By agreement or con-
sent of the union. We wish to safeguard 
the Saturday half-holiday. We wish to 
have i t understood that In genera), even 
In those eight weeks on tho whole, despite 
the advantages or convenience to tho 
manufacturer, wc cannot help It; he must 
suffer the Inconvenience. He.muat see to 
It that bis deliveries arc on another day, 
or that he selects his specials on Friday. 
We think that, on the whole, tho practice 
of the Saturday half-holiday la no benefi-
cent that It should not be Imperilled. At 
the same lime, cases may conio up where 
an emergency arises and goods are really 
to bo shlppod that day, and sotno fow fin-
ishing touches, perhaps an hour and a halt 
of work Is required, and If the kind of re-
lations which wo want to cement between 
those two bodies obtain. If Instead of dis-
trust and suspicion the right chief clerks 
are In contact and the general atmosphere 
la one of assuming that the other side Is 
going to bo fair rather than assuming the 
opposite, then If the manufacturer tele* 
phones to the ofllce of the anion, there 
should be a mutual arrangement. The 
manufacturer will make It clear that-he 
is not trying to override the Saturday half-
holiday and the union 1B expected to con-
sent." 
Mr. Brandela: "That is, they do make 
an agreement with one another. The union 
haa a right to grant i t or not. as It pleases." 
Dr. Adler: "If the relations are right; 
if the union is satisfied and has ce .fldence 
In the statement, and believes that It is 
bona, fide and an exception. It la not-to be 
the rule that there 'shall bo overtime, and 
It la very Important that that be under-
stood. The ictus of our decision Is against 
Saturday afternoon overtime, against over-
time even during the eight weoks. It may 
mean Inconvenience. We are Inconvenienc-
ing the manufacturer, but on the whole we 
feel that the Saturday halt-holiday is so 
important, It Is such a gain for the work-
e r s tha t It ought not t o be undermined. 
However, there are exception*. 
"In regard to the first proposition aa to 
these complaints of unequal distribution. 
and so on, there ought to be and It Is pro-
vided In our decision that the complaints 
shun "be descriptive^ that there shall be a 
bill of particulars . Whenever there Is a 
specific' complaint It cannot be rejected, 
simply, marked "Not honored," but It 
ebould be taken up. 
"Several complaints bad been quoted by 
Mr. Hlllquit at the Friday hearing, in 
which the matter of unequal distribution 
of work turned upon union activities. 
Those complaints also were rejected. 
Whenever there Is a specific charge, e, par-
ticular charge. It ought to be taken up, and 
wo must leave it to tho chief clerks on both 
Bides, and there should be a chief clerk on 
the side of tho manufacturers, I think the 
present arrangement Is not feasible. Tho 
manufacturers' committee Is not, with a 
more Instructed ngent, what was contem-
plated. It was contemplated there Bhould 
be a moro or less independent chief clerk 
representing the manufacturers. Gentlo-
men, that Is essential. The unofficial. In-
formal adjustment of these complaints Is 
only possible when there Is someone who 
hears the argument on the other side and 
can be Influenced by It. But If the Ways 
and Means Committee of the manufactur-
ers had an Instructed agent, who is not 
Independent, then tho Ways and Means 
Committee decides without hearing the 
other side. They are not present and there 
can be no adjustment. It Is absolutely 
essentia) to the working of the arrange-
ment that the present method of governing 
the Industry, with a chief clerk on one 
side and an instructed mandatory of tho 
Ways and Means Committee of the Manu-
facturers' Association be alterod, and from 
your side a person bo delegated who haa 
some sort of Independent authority. If 
thero are two chief dorks, and If there 1B 
a bill of particulars In tho complaint, the 
complaint Bhould be takon up. 
"Aa to the matter of price adjusters, It 
means that there are difficulties In what-
ever direction you turn. It Is not to be as-
sumed that the manufacturers wish to dic-
tate the price irrespective of the workers. 
Haggling alone leads to deadlock. I see 
no othor way than a combination of hag-
gling and of price .adjusters. Instructed, 
representing both sides. If these price 
adjusters can employ also the method of 
testing that was adopted by Mr. Meyer and 
hls'flrm that would be most satisfactory. 
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Then there would be u combination of 
haggling previous to the calling In of price 
adjusters, and these price adjusters baaing 
th-elr verdict upon experiment, If that la 
possible. Now, It seems to me that the de-
cision should stand clear and sharp, as to 
the manner of taking up complaints; that 
the mere arbitrary, non-entertained an-
swer should not continue. There can bo 
no satisfaction If that method la pursued. 
Wherever there la a specific coinplalnt, a 
specified complaint, giving particulars, it 
should be referred to the good offices of the 
"two chief clerks. As to the matter of price 
adjusters, it seems to mo that a confer-
ence between the two parties on the basis 
of our decision—the decision maintaining 
that price adjusters be called In—be regu-
larly called in when haggling falls to lead 
to a result. A conference on the best 
methods of arranging these differences 
would probably be the wisest solution. You 
gentlemen who know the particulars and 
tho intricacies should come together and 
In the right spirit try to And a way out 
and esjafxild not pot upon as, who are 
outsiders, the Impossible duty of finding 
the doflDlte and the' particular way out. 
The general Idea, I think. Is clear. Wo 
have decided In favor of price adjusters, 
t h i s Is, as Mr. Schleaingor and Mr. Wlsh-
nak have argued, part of our decision, and. 
1 think, that It should stand, with such 
modifications as may be necessary, being 
the result of a compromise between you 
gentlemen." 
Mr. Schleslnger: "One more; question. 
Mr. Chairman. Five years ago when we 
had our strike against the cloak manufac-
turers In this city, one or our demands *an 
the closed shop, as we called It at that 
lime. Then Mr. Brandeis stepped Into the 
situation and succeeded In making both 
sides see that wo should accept the prefer-
ential union shop. This became famous 
then all over tho country, and there are a 
good many organisations which have 
adopted. It since then. What I want to ask 
yon Is this: Did you Intend to do away 
with the preferential union shop when you 
said, speaking of the employer's rights, 
that he is entirely free to select his em-
ployees at his discretion? Did you mean 
that ho can take union people or non-
union people, or did you mean that he 
had a right to select his employees at hla 
discretion, having In njinfl the preferen-
tial union shopT" 
Mr. Drandels: "It Is perfectly clear. We 
mean that," 
Dr. Adler: "It Is embodied as a part of 
that." 
Years' Work and Progress of Shop Sanitation 
The Joint Board of Sanitary Control in the Cloak, Suit and Skirt, and Waist and Drees 
Industries Has Reached It, Fifth Anniversary on October 31, 1915. (This 
Article U Baaed on and Contain! Interesting Extracts from the Annual 
Report of Dr. GEORGE M. PRICE. Director of the Board) 
"An experiment In Industrial self-con-
trol." That Is how Dr. .George M. Price, 
the Indefatigable director of tho Joint 
Board of Sanitary Control, modestly char-
acterizes the Work and progress of this 
organlxntion—the only one of Its kind In 
American industries. One might add the 
word "successful" to the word experiment, 
for. from the facta and figures contained In 
this report. It is evident that a Urge num-
ber of shops have been cleaned up and the 
workers have benefited much in sanitation 
and safety. ATt the beginning of last sum-
mer, when the dispute between the I'nion 
and the Cloak Manufacturers* Protective 
Association reached an acute stage, grave 
fears were entertained by the sympathetic 
public for the future of this helpful Insti-
tution. What if the employers and em-
ployees were to remain separated and at 
loggerheads? Would not a great work for 
clean and unitary shops, wending for a 
period of four and a half years, be lost? 
In tho absence of a collective arrange-
ment, sanitary condition's fould not be en* 
forced with anything Uke the system or 
method employed by the Sanitary Board of 
Bran'where agreements between the 
rtloa and Individual employers provide 
for sanitary conditions, the provision re-
mains largely on paper, for neither the 
Union nor the manufacturers have tbe 
time or tbe patience to think of the sanl-
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tary needs of the industry, or the requisite 
experience to carry out any IraprovorocntB. 
From the work of the Board and its re-
sults It can be seen that to satisfy theao 
needs and Introduce standards of sanita-
tion and safety special expert work is 
necessary. I t ' I s this which has assured 
the success of the Joint Board of Sanitary 
Control. Yet this success could not have 
been achieved wltho'nt the organization of 
the trade, Implied by a strong Union and 
an association of employers. Any specific 
rules of sanitation and safety stand a bet-
ter chance of being observed in Union 
shops and factories, particularly in the 
garment trades, where small shops grow 
like mushrooms and are located In out-of-
the way corners. In non-union shops 
neither employer* nor employees feel It 
obligatory on them to follow any sanitary 
rules or requirements. The laws Imposod 
by the 8tate or municipality are often 
evaded. There never have been sufficient 
factory Inspectors to prevent evasions or 
violations. 
In organized shops, on the other hand. 
a certain definite obligation rests on em-
ployers and employees, and the Joint 
Board of Sanitary Control'Is there to see 
to It that the(obligation Is lived up to. 
EDUCATION AND MORAL PRESSURE 
The Board liaH various waya of nsforc-
ing standards, yet It reports to scarcely -
~*n-jc compulsion. Moi-al pressure plays a 
great part In Inducing rcluctanff employ-
ers to maKo iraprovemenu anil comply with 
Banltary standards. Tho officers of the 
Board advise manufacturers on all raal-
• 
icr* of shop sanitation and safety. Sani-
tary certificates, for Instance, are a great 
Inducement to'employers to keep their 
shops up to the mark ot all the latest 
sanitary requirements. Side by sido with 
moral pressure the Joint Board of Sani-
tary Control has been carrying on a per-
sistent campaign of education among 
manufacturers and workers. Its bulletins 
have been of much value. On this sub-
ject the report says; 
"The various bulletins issued from time 
to time and distributed in large quantities 
among the workers also tend to spread 
education on sanitary (and health matters. 
Dunns 1915 a speclsl buUetln on* fire pro-
tection was Issued for the manufacturers 
and also a special bulletin entitled, "Work-
ers* Health Bulletin," Issued In English, 
Yiddish and Italian, and 70,000 of these 
bulletins have been distributed among the 
workers In tho shops." 
Its lectures in shops "and at meetings 
have been of considerable help. Inter-
views with employers, conferences with 
labor leaders, exhibits, articles and letters 
In the trade presa—by these means valu-
able Information has been disseminated 
among all who are or should ho personally 
concerned for the safety and sanitation of 
tho shops and factories for their own sake 
and for tho sake of their fellowmen. 
In the next Issue we shall publish In-
teresting, details of tho practical work of 
thla Board, covering a wide fleld of shop 
Inspections, fire protection, Ore drill, 
medical examinations and supervision and 
first aid to the injured. 
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-*: nyny 'IBT lyp .MIB 3»IB ? nps? PK HOK 
ipw 1^3^ 3 K iyeiKiiD*nB 33i* lys'DDmo-an 
-"Jw»"i8 on*K*pK nyjva lya'Hiy tyou K 
i * * ^ * ' * * " ' - " K K W ^ 
. 
I 
3 i9ie nysojmsj 
jyawufDWDsyi CIK w w I*™ o*10*" " ^ *>,1K W D ' 0 oanaw V « 1*38.1 "1 
PM FD=8y= i r a v pc coyi* 5"0*8.i ojn -yaw OSBO yryn '*» pc D8.1 
">iy^B e^iMrvD iy o*n ,u .Diyaoyo 
,yoTDDjn« n pwm Dyoa'tfya mn'Ri io 
! PK yoytB i i n p« 0"iBKnyB <M own iy 
i y i PK "osim'Tyc,, C»OPBE yoastoyaa* n 
-3$ T » Dtj.T 5jr*nb Tin iyp<K *W3 yoms 
J»5» PK D « « ,yojnB ?"0 can IBB .jViiBcya 
,33*jyv.ya-Tyo»3iB i y i w v5"U"fi ^«o 
pD $W1» K IIHWniBW" m5Ml JHP1 iw*n 
-ijn iyutf yamnsDiyaiK n p« ,D38t?»D3yD 
. o » " t o iffafrn " t DKn 6«i totaau i»3 
D'TWO frwyao PK ,eis»*> jnyniK 
•DaaiacyTv iyoDB-v>yDD,*o p*t PK D»wJ»n 
nyDTHp lyam'v.piyo p n PK PK yiyi 
po paa IWJKJ nyi IUDKCW own ,iyn 
H .iintjiiya oSyoryaD'm PK DB'H om*5 
03iiya o i p cjjii ziyayo n^yiw no ' i ^ n 
y5» n Dfcpmn *yatr raw DK-I .JIDK oyi ( 
i$J>aiyB o»n yaK>pa« *1 DBH Day:'?* 
.-ypniya, o5« 
pc IB018E u n 08.1 — "a'T*w O'a. 
m e n n >ti ,Dy-!2K3 oinySjny m e n i m 
o^a, — unaisac. " iw tpnoBiys Y» °fn 
Din T » " lya^Dyasin *p»& PK *anMe 
,1911 PK ,P»TBD TySKDPI^P Djn ^^3 
- b r o jyaatfya jyoayoy^y ySypaio yryn PK 
**3ypo ynna ya"5p K ^n oris jya^^piv 
pmy: pK'osysstT'K ipopyom K .mora y r 
-DM)W iwipi »T .TJTVPD V S ' S V D W i y i 
IPoiaya pK eyp yenynoynyD j n y t oay?y; 
.lyos'auw w i»*ar n »n« 'n-iyawJa poii 
oTyaoyo yiytaiK lyByt? yaaKo pK jyagn »? 
"DIK i y i .pfonayaaB igasr pK Da^BciyD-
1913 PK ,KDli IB'3P ".jn pK ^1030 TJD*5^5J 
•ya n jyayaya y iaw yiy»Y0»n ,1914 PK 
.D»aiB 1p«i D>Q nyo^ii jnyawai* o^nayay? 
jyoip nyi D2M*iy; |yocTy DW lyaan "i 
-ya lyowya v i " i jyaBn I«T ,i«'ap i m pc 
.IKoan j n y a j n o ro>nif3"^ nm o»o JJWU 
pK jyuya jya^i PACK PK nyaa'D ,Tyaa>n"» 
TJB o t p jpnyamo n iy« .TayaK o n Wan 
-ya man nyi TBD PK CKT .T 'DD'IK OTD 
-wna»D oaypya ca»5 jyasn ^r .aiaya \v\\ 
•a»n» i n iy5«i can iyD»n5yxa"K n pn 
jyatp "T DKU c«n jyt^BD ojn pK jycBB 
.OMayacMK 
•ya t3"3iByapMK awaip PK J i a^amn 
-^ »no y^yc PK iviBrya lyaBitsynmaBaBD *-**"'* * a ' l*J R ^ °^° .ryj i R I*^I.*J 
•Sijyrn "iyeiy« *nw *T 
-aw D'6 pnifiiy; D?Bn-.yr1i Tyrp« pK. Vi 
"O^D PK Ta'nD y^ y«o I^ D I^ IB ya^a^Strya 
.Dnyi^ DKB 
.nyp'DbnK ^ 'iBast D«T .jy '^i^ a TO 
~*$ n T1" ly^ Wiya oTn»B*iyc jya"? ya^y» 
tsoynoByaaif jyasn ,jyaaio*w n pK oaya 
DasiTyD pc DavoBff vaw5 n ]yn ,*'-ic 
lya'iDTWJ wruni o'nwn Tin T"i IW'H 
-3«T M p0a o'3 PK t3p;-ny« i n .jmBnya 
n pD wnBi\ya ocnnya Ty PK joaBpya 
^asiiK "yn jyaya y '^noiiKiBB ya^yaf'B 
PK man n nyas .pcBcnyD a^nB nycnv 
Djn pK Dvn n .o>'ii w ?yD'3Biy33Baya 
nyp»3BiDD royo ,^IKII 0By5cy33'nB 5«5a 
o»a W«n PK iB3 iya*»t ya$jn\ .TWJKTI PK 
,iyiM«?3 oijn p'5» OBI .0383 yay*. pniyj 
.jyiwa PK yt33»cya vtm n 0 B D # 
* * * 
:3Ba iyi IBB ma .IBUP nytaiK IBD nwn -»n y3ya»K jnytsiK PK ni»n n 
.aauyitys iyo"3iB iyv -j^ pyaaw VDnm jya'U iyn ^y»!urpin 
n "iwi«a lysy'D I'.o jyi^ioBia IT> -y3 o^ w wasa n ? w o yo 05?iJ"* ^ 
?B'3P Ty3W3Pi»5p un po T1K83 oa'upn yajn»ayr»a'W anStrow *i»tf wnwa tasmo 
,iyoBtw iypy?8 .lyms OSB inyHm PK t>«n i^paw iy»t PK D5»»W*M . inpp 
'•^~wi po i n o n o»o .unairys imy* PK w PK iyo IKII jypnp PK. ,I«DD»IK jyo 
iBD |yo'5ya iy:8-i »i ja»m»n PK O ' O T -»I P'P . ^ " i n tfj.pwrf«. r« ia»w-
—Diy'8> n T W OCIP o^unp .^ Bt yoMia K -»I iyi o*i ypiiya yiaya^ wiys^ K yopjn 
IDC 
n y p v w luyonw Dn«5> i j n 
TYO'IK l5P3 DH»K pD D1K WV> J'M JTyi 
! i » W J IV i w i nnw IPOPii 
* * • 
own ,jyo»ll TO ,P'
 L p:»niK*Myu n 
n own 'iu»n n;yna*n "WTlw 
,U»»a»OM'H! DD3yoO'H3'M » i " w n y » 
-»n m e n isms npn no "coi3'o„ H np3w 
cjn v « ' .tr«o-c"D npa'^pyip M jpiips 1P3 
TMJJWIK •yDPiippietpyscuiY *i no "wra 
\VpW "DDlJ'D,,' *» PK W W D P0TP6 
.TllfD |1K TiRSMM^ /IPOS'l "11Y H V T 
op ,$na "Pin yoawtoww H iptM5y3D»n« 
01(11 ,0'3 1P13W11 ("p nyOY'K J31M pit? I'M 
•pj npo'a 'n« own OTIDB op'ioon npn 
n I»3'i5"ip 5wt IPO 18 ,opn IPJPS DDBCPP 
-»o« P»vn luiitfiva-in pf>ji' *wn p& o-iy'g$ 
(Pll 18 ,IP380EnPD 013 f383 Own IP ."0013 
.Unmp'Jripi3w:»D "DDI3<D„ H OPII jyo 
m DP -T* pD IPJWOIV D»P P«W H DPll 
oin own-Bin VIM 33innp5p-ip p'M pifcj wn 
ll'lM IPpWw |p33l5P3 I'M »3T1D» Op'"tDD*l 
D03PDO>H3'R H ftl 'J " niBTI'"Wrf TJH 
o«'p PX3W H own own "«n .jpapio'viM 
,Dl5W3 D1V IPD1P 110 OVIlDiJ'ySD'lK '13y3 
opn. JPT5WI03WP own Po*^ H — own 
0*'DP33W JPJ»I ,0'BfiW D^I'lOW OPnODH 
povrswnw IP3P3• p5«no*ii»nwD vv^tu O'o 
. .npo«m* 
o»3 IPO IPP ,|p;wi oo 5wr IPO own 
npopprn npn Jin o"P n own lP3Pp"53w 
,1910 pM Ufcbwp IPJPHH cjn po owoftisn 
PD"> *1 f i n IP1WHP3 01TPnP3B'1W I'M IP 
*P3 IV >)BOK/p p'J pM 5MO'B8P JPB P^n OW'-' 
"8PW11HTB p« npnopnso ^ " a i s jpam 
?»$ po ono jpcnps or i pM jpawn tmwo 
•ivaw v i 0"fi3pjp$p3 M' inpips t'romwa 
P35P11 ,!yWK3"|W*Jl* PD'11P3 O'O 1P33P1 
>1 .jtfWWM J'JICM 1P»J 0PP1P3DMK IP2WH 
>P'oiv jpanwmy vtown iw*3i> nPawopiw^P 
l o c pip'n 180 jyewi IPO« IV K JIK OSBD 
3uy3 jpnpa y u t iy3^t Dy .nirc3 P3>Y 
D'O osynaya ipawn PD5PII . ^yowa P3 ' ^P 
;yayiiyo3iH v» ortoy3 ipawn "i iyii ,nwv 
pM DTyDy-iB-iyn' ysytpnpa 4#&i* "vn 
n W^3 0P3»UP3 ipawn Dnwop8iD3Wf"aio * 
-wn " j ipii j>"noo t/iwo jyo'*v *P3jn5w3. 
pK ,ipo"3iw jny»j po 5yo n ]V~a\vvi iya 
DWWflV 03POn83 opn»? 5M3WCP3ny03'M 
n no D3jnMini O5B ,ropo p« JKW"' 
TW 'ii IPbcBCpnpiiPs PB"TM por3»mpB 
DipopnB &IW^P IP^ no iptrnpspD G$K 
»3"M08 Op>1DDH IP! D«fl 1916 '80 pK 
p.w oyo'Hj'M Tprii pipi3iH tp-pia ' m >T 
ww5p ipa^pt i r i «i'iK DTDonw ivijn own 
-OTO Dy;yipnp3 p'R PK onpaopo ip'E IW3 
,tfiMn DI**IDTI : v>op3 ^ i w w u n ns TP3 
-an ; TiKwa 03W»n npn po ^yp•383^w 
PK IPV^ W^ I D'Kl?
 f1p33'0 DP80 ,iP33n"ll 
-ijmio H. own ny own o^o i m -l'seu .0 
n n im oyo"i3'K ijnm yo3w^y33w P : H 
o-ipaopo iWJ iy3nyp33''n8 own np own o»o 
-38 0P0'^3'M V«l OWn JIM V2&P IP! PM 
,oy3B*p Pip3P^p VIM ip-in'o-jwon nyn 
"3"M JM D3MOP3 '3T108 OP'TBDH IT! OW-1 
pn ow^ ,o5iy oy3"opa58 oyi nnw o m 
imnw^K^wo o»i J'M jwsn npi jpsps D"p 
I'noM ipn pM .jpiwnys opisosnyo 5y*c 
M pM U"aiK-lPDn P'Ot? M 1P11P3 ow^ I'M 
ipj"M -JP»3P0 S3'i^ ii?3iM JP3P3 jyajnaTyo 
PE J'M ."iBitfwn o'Mi5 ,y03W P^P3JW •t-PB 
^83 inwnp3 o»icya 03'PBCWD » n * m 
DP .|yj38ep;3w Tt own 5p»no nyn ^^"M 
?8J DM11 PJ»11P3 5PPP13 J"P JP11P3 DV J'M 
ocynw i"i pM 03yoo»H3'M I»J jys'osmps 
-D01D '1 PM 
• • * - • • 
P30P -lyvaws i n po 0"P3*5ipay5 »i: 
cijii v33i"i'08B M jio jynyr osypys (po own 
IP;*iPV3np DJ1DP3 v$wnv P385P3W n own 
-»ncpa n iP3'j pM jyswn i"D .Ipp3""»3 JIM 
«uv ^Min on5i»n JIM j*eyo 5IMO JIC 33IM 
TPI iv jpjjsjyj i'M B»P n ny-i"M syo 
•y^yi '3T108 DP'-.DD'T D;yoo'CM . ' -nm 
•?: own IP3y3y3iv T'mps'nyno own 'OSMTJ 
.IP11P3 0'3 PJ"11P3 01^ ]»P TM "11V '1 JP3 
npn own owmwo ,T» oiPio .ntw 3'IM 
JIH "iiv I'TOPD jpoJunw '3T1D8 opnso*-; 
jy^wn jnyvipc i'n i^Mii pM jpawn 3'v;8nv 
- H p in CM ? 0010 'T -I'M t r i H W l M " * 
,-i3PD'n3iM ijw nyoo o'^nnow op"ioo 
lyp'iiv jPT'EnyoaiM ou jy3PP «r own 
•»i I P I P ' iwn 1PP ,»1W 3'IM ? npc JIM nsM 
VIM 5i3^3 M irenwnt'nw 33i* "ip;'D3pnonjn 
• " ) w n w on'M JIM 1P3V3 jpa^nnp JPOH M 
I. 
1 9 1 5 . l yaBJT ' . ' . S l 
no jrutov ptyn i'K \»)u invop* oaypps 
0J*»»D-p3tf0 *l' 3J&W .^""ID IffDM-U DVT 
T^PVH TO JP3B71 .!Vt3"V J-'DDy^ C H iw 
TP1 IP11 lltfO'O TfcH PCW'TWO DB.TP: 
.jniptfj D3BDW »w taw ira* hna* 
•w *«o K ^$3 oxw IPT*PW T O 
-*$ pK P*B3B'XB3TPD3W ,P*B3$^83 y?B 
jytpn i'K taw o'o inpoi? ix DMJW P^BP 
•w apu "UO'JTJP m u w .mo ppa IBOBP 
IPayi IK.TW5I? c$ti nteW PXTBIIC* *i lya 
i»t> ffl*i K pil Dip yo'iij B |w oyit ,i3w 
-aw a n iw 33i3piip2-tpe"3TB TPX383 npr 
.T38* iw 
* * * 
V*xrpn w » ow» ay iBWJ'iri 
tB .IIOBO 1Y 03BPP3 1"J WW'1 W n »]• 
D>B D"B I"I DT33'Un 08^ IB03U "IPTT-S 
"in pc TPTPIPTO-TPDPTPPD ^Biysycn 
DWVtfl D3PDT83 0'T'$ fcUBPWWMW 
T3 DTK jy2«H D«U 1P3BC1W ,'1 .18*31' 
D'Q ^ jB3 HPXRJJMjn I'M IP3V3m"T8 03813 
I": pB (Papayaa* >\wi JPTPH ,pnra T.T«' K 
IB IMK t w w ojm tptp* *ijn DB» w » 
.OT* TVT38 
-»t iv i n Dn»sya mnamptna >n*ii3M 
*T3Pr^i iw 33nnBD-iy P3»5J"I POXP5 P3 
->PD T»5p-T]hjn oyii i r > , w w j i 6 V 
y3'OD"3 JTK yct 'D pTp»ir;pj3W H tB^npoy 
H IW 33B5 JP083BO JPXU PC 33133"10CJB 
-IPE3W rB'VBSj'tyi p»i D3Bcy3 o*n ,DOID 
TJ5M», p * IP3BT3IX T * O5.TD iy .i**T*ti 
D'D tsVciy w i i » » o w a*: tsvw rw jw 
•S'SEB woa^ i *I P*3TP3P TW^anynpa pn 
-S^DTBV^BIPE pent* n tysBits pK ipo 
M«£ K JW Tl tMWU IP .058 1«T PC D»D 
iw D"X p m «mc I'IK nm m 331 /^ny 
K b$n i iow n iw IBOPIT "IPDDPS nrr 
*,13MP3 Dip W»»3fa IX t>£81P.jnB2Tjn3W» 
~v\\2x D'IBD3'I i r i n a :« ,TM'T T O iP3"t 
TW |^31? 1PT pK 0"P3»OPnD pc D"n3yt ' 
1P3'3 pK BW IP IB pK ,0"V B TW Wft -
IPTfiPPDIK T» PH 131tya 3H3yOtJ^ «B iinyii 
jjuyiiya iptaiB iv 
-pa ipo«3i» i in PB PH [Boa'T ijnvu 
V1V1PB r « .nrttp 14-13 o"i P W 33i3yn ' 
•PI p'03Bnmo3y TP o»n (ihmp » t n lib 
•BC pK ym:B3BPP "i IPa^my « D'^TB 
\ 
W t«' j \ ' *n — ttfji iinpDD3'B iy»t pa 
,IPi"iipa •"! IPIID T O Tp3B .^ p^ n^B y^B 
iVa .ivcaeypys ox "t 0"T31P3"T T O DBT 
-3W .nK?KT jyoXV^ 1PI3W t31K (PDDBP DP 
DB» 5»«1D DPT IBB JV>niJXP3 tie \w* TPI 
n^p: |yasj.i no u iw 03»TJPP3 OCTP T I o«n 
.D^P'nD PDD3P3 n TW 
PB 0TP3.DPD P5B PD 03^Bfl 'T IW DP 
AojpoDyDv 1 IP^IBXP3 w D^BPB^ y^B 
-nyjPD-BBB' n pK Diyioyo yivop« *q p« 
MI ipnB'^ oyo y : ;PB3B"IOD'W jpiio yo>»> 
P(y*T 3B 0'3 D3"5 .Dl3BB i^yDPP^ BP IX >11B 
*D3313H"nD1PE D1X P7P. Tp'W 0'3 .03'5CB 
.03"n 1"^3 T3BB 
» * * 
'1 DV11 ,mX Tin PK TPW-TJ** n 
DSBopaain tNfn W w a » f t o ^ « * i i 
-3B3 H tW ,TfW' IPWH , !1B B ' ° Bn j ra r 
1P3BOTO 3313P11V3-TyD»,2T8 1P3BPnpOB PX 
- .D»'I TPI3W TW 
.oan nB3"5 iw IBP'TPTpD (BP^PDR *T 
T31K .DTPBOB3 *P13PD 03PTTPTB THW^H 
VDDD Djn'p« .jwntr y5BT«o Pb^na jyiipsp) 
'lt?OpyD13B2 'T O'O DBHP3 |Wlfn"l»D DkfU 
T3*D Drtna tyi'iiPaD'nB T W DB»"I PK ,DTPT 
5y"TD DffT pB IB'XBt'3B3TB 1P13W IX *nDB5 
•i\\ T O .DTPOopo pK ya^Bya ytyi3w ps 
"P3^ iPt3W i p p m c w IP5'*X yivn jw \v? 
-B'XB^Tytaaw ,P?BJ«?XB3 P^B n iv b"pTB2 
T» |P3Hfl. P3^P" ,C3B'31' P^ BPV '^ PB P>B3 
\\H P^ B t^fO TBB >P'BB Tyt3W TW IPB1TP33B 
Ipriiy3D*nB iy3B^ "T -yx'oc y5p»x3B3'c 
J.TB OPD^ TBT^ BtS **I PB D"P3»$TPTT3 H 
.T^JPOilK »'« DP3«'3V-V'TO 1PT P3*pp 
•DPmjoaj* jya^n n«.wrft .ft'BB i n 
K IPl'.P3 D«3 IW ,TPDU IPOXP? TPUW JW 
. -^npiipa T > " Jfi^n ^«P 1 " TP3'5;npuyj 
IPMP3 ^5sP03Wi-DP tW iy331D"iy3T«DV3 
.JB'XBIO'D P3^TnyDP3 H1H IW 0"T3 p'l IX 
PX3B3 H T3 iJIpM1 V3P3'W TPT3W t*>?3 D'3 
"D3TB .n D5TEy3 Dl^ n 3313y»P3"IPi;"3TB 
taW'DB11 D«T .T3"B PTPT3W PD VPBbB V& 
-ys ,PPBOB H iPDMobixpnix ipja^w.tw 
-iP3W.n .p'STyay n jw oy D-na MI ,OT"H 
0»n"TO !"1 PB TPTTD PTPt3W PD 0''n3P2V: 
•«l IPttfyil TO IP« .DTP30yo PTPI3W pB 




-i#r»n$n twycntp m*k nyr 
W5jm inn "y»"uya„ n ni D-IBD iya*yi PE 
-'t? iv D»iwn otfn *JVIDB DP'TBOH nyn 
-nopy^y civ lycoira JJJH^ICJIK wfrny jyp 
avow imow n pc fycBo;? >n .iyi?D tBt? 
can njn ps jjuimw lyo^aiB "un PE 
DOjyoo'nj'H yiyn pR jyp .IVJMK I I : oipi 
pc niDCJ yv*iB"i? VDJ'j"»oyL n jypnycya 
TJTD"3"K Tin.-lJIWi ^BO'BBP |1R Dp'O^BS 
vaJjm ,nvDD«p: nyooiRiiya R JJISWW: 
H pE «»5ajt»> iyn ij/iyrs ;J«? imsiip T'R 
Tin |»t oy oyv. ,ojyc*a^«» jroDPt»nip 
"ypmoTycj^K jnyuw lysya nny ot'vi 
jrima lyD'ynociK oy eyn iy IIK ,yoc8ya 
IKgn jp^ra ,jnynm yoa«ya yiyn i»»i 
-*5»r yeony n 03Tyv'-jn D»DO"D CK 
tynjn D»B»D»JB* yt»nvp .TM'no-iyE 
3Ji»»y3-iyo'»Di8 -un pa op»m Din PM 
Ty>t -iw in«Eyj K T » D W R i n vw 
ojm J ^ t P J n a»iM a p p»D»n w? .tsaira 
* mo K iyno byn /myo pK inyo ijrwBH 
•ewHnyn yoii-iip iy»! w jyonyj 
-iyp oayp'D^KB yiyi owi in jyawn 
p« ttfimiyDJWt nyi jic man n o'» nruo 
.tytouiyii w 18'iv n " t . IHWH jyssnv 
TW ooayn py t'R pyiiv TS»I IBE Y^ 'OBS 
p» 1W3BJ R ijnn'B inyom (yaso iv i** 
,*y"TO nyi .nyaynaiyE .q% tfytt *un 
•*n»5p Dun ,p:njyyj Deny Ti MP wflv 
n y5"»»w> nvyoa'B-y; my ban .jymya 
ryjM Wyvyi nw PK n a?W ,l"i DO 5»r 
p* lypuyjanR T*IE D'o onyii ,i«oi» R 
.D'DT* O'OTIDR DpnDDH OTT 
* *' 
•W n PK nOB TTi Q?I c i ^ n 
lyayt. I»JPII D '^pa'tsayT * y ^ u i v wi]» 
jyaip "? 11 »I?B njrinj " *B 3 * *" 
jyjjp iv niB nyas .DBJBQ |ybxy5 DSP'TW 
-Bn \vo »io ,nj»*D PE QiMapa n jyEB j^pya 
•Bn no tfo ,iyt3"pa> i^ra y^ynyoBon jya 
.-.5y: jya 
njn lyoDBPaB ' jytmi D5y»iD P5B n 
•DBIIC y^n t'B* DBT tiK .jysyonyE B i8*:r 
*IVOT»H-P3 ziyvJBfe nyoiB p« OP;IB Tyoo 
iy:<Typ t$ ipjr^yj bo i3"B jnyuiB cy i'B 
y» r>K "I Tya*
 t » w .-an pc -"IWBJ Dm 
i$y> |ycoiD yo^ns jy.TxivD'nB jyjj^ys 
5'STO K DMW T'R OBI .yDBP TJIMWI pO 
pB B'tirt'n 3BP"»n ,DBP5B nyoan cp r^r 
D'o D>»prnyE n IBD — nB»iKr.v, «T)W 
-y: pK D'njyjiv D"P ^  iyaifn »»i ya^yn 
tsyoo'^yj DK» "DonyinBE, nin JTWB 
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1P1P* 33WPT.P3"TPD"3n8 IPT BP11 Ht-n5o H 
.0"3-l8 ^D K IPiBBE-iPB D?8D 
civ lyMnyop' yoBjm n J « . W » K 
-PDD3'D. DB"! \W.Vi P8 DJHSBIB |P3*^P3PO 
-IB3 jnn-i iy3B»^o W » Q'o i38^on jn 
ipaun t8V -an !i« 083 .Dpp'trno ys?n83 
T8B jiK iy3y?iPV383 T>"i Tp3'8 onp^m 
w.IPiipJ b»nP3 " r I P : » ! 18V nyn pK DB3 
H .DniD» "5np?8 im mpm ,0'i3 itn»^ 
n pB n838» iy3M8 n i?3yEy opn matfo 
- e n i5*E8 opn non^a Tin ^83 J5ff»WiB 
-pll 0P« *| .D'32 iPn38 T383 8 iP3«n 13*5 
-iPIVDptJKnB pK W J ^ I W ,"iP"1B » n 
o n e ipn3po'np3 8 pn opn p-^8 D8"i 
.DcannBE 
* * * 
.D'K'SJ PD3B01P1 n pc P':8D38E n 
,[PPP3 1*8 ,1.P3812P3D'1K 0 8 " "Cn^3 H |P11 
3313PHP3 -iyD'*318 Pf83B»HB3*iy03*K n 18 
]nr P E iyo"3-i8 n 5**n .lyasnsys I*K 
D'831P pE -\yD»218 n IP3P3 JPEBCPP ^38^ 
lyisr.ya 2rtn -iu ip3B '*•* D 'STPI satf 
-831PD3»8 IP3nyn8T3 C'31B P21BB n 
M CB« O'onpi ,p">8 » n 5 o n .?838*s 
CPU ,!P38*V83 5P'B MT8 t3B83P3!:n8 0*r 
0 8 " ^ B J B ' I W I F O S ' K CP"3 K. tyji-nsc-nB 
.ipoTpsMp: p8 ippiBbe pn opi^ 
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V * PK DP iWfjtin i^iH b*ip->»*u» paten 
TPD3%i un IB ,ni3po n PK imvv.w DIVXM 
-iifDn« n'iyp am &&&& eipi .tanufp no 
-BT PI DBU D«5W» i « « j ? i i n n m^p 
TPD-HP3 K po -mm wreww VSSPTM ]p> 
monica ,wv im :B ,DP DD»n.-j»D^ 
-P3P3P»MIB PK i8mm pK i - n w r w u 
•»'0 »1 1WV3 DP8"D33lJ«"l,>lC*y3 K *mBHP3 
•!"T D'n« iw»t DVD»3 H PK DIP; 
*1 ipa«.i nuPD yi3y3MDtnp prP'i 
i m .jyonorvi2(( tfii DPBB^ H IBE ms«i(S
 t 
psix ofn oyjueaifp *1 i»c Tp'B* DB*-W 
lP3P*<lfcTyD3W PK DB11 .DE'IC K D^Df 
•HP PD 1811PK1B Cm |W DH'K pD |m»lW3 
i m iio nw»o i jyn i^c« T« .BIB-IK* 
TjfO p'p DO >'? im»: .PCK iP3"» 'B*-3P 
-IBS i»»J u u n t o v a n JP3B© iv fo3 
TO »T^8 Dvn p'5« -.BUPKI* i m .IP'SBD 
oapopa tMfn nit?n-i3ins n r* .DS'Dyee-
j»3¥n Dtpi »»•> D-D prom "BPBBP-OB. 
ytyn a s ,DVD«5 H t8Q jyo58nP3 /$*»$? 
prujert IKE tnifiiyi oaBiapaiBE PK P'SB"* 
-ifcyiE'iK PK TPsJira
 fTpvjm ps TjtfOK3 
c m P * iPeTpimpoiHB |TUplW; Q"0n 
n «
 fim»8"03p JIR nm*o*-*iD pc bpnoon 
.3 ,D? ,5 iP3"i iv |'«»3v am lie mayo >•-. 
tvifcran .IM"? DJJOIP n PK IBI'PKIB- i in 
-s?n m a'-umyn v? 'iyo'iK 
? nyi he nuw> n ]PDI3P338 DB*I 
*i8E -ah*** i y i TB ,03'PBB'P3 a«n 
.•pcnoecK nisyo yipn iv: 
tttucy: »t o«n iy J S D ^ ^ D w-Swp-
• 
n»D PK IB*II* PH "TyYiyo n im"K 
PK ,1913 lyawopB |yo25 cm .jyoiw; 
IHSE-n )V£W I'D'D ,DP3«'13 J1T»H pD iy3"K 
pK 3>'5£'yj K PK jyiKiiys ay'iin'ya JMDO^ 
D3WJ!0ri i»BlK> PK -IBEim PK .1K5H? 
IPP cy -DuaayBya IX tmijups o^'noniKTJs 
iSDitj? IK ,nny ^ n imyii \tvxvn M&» 
0'3 5»no aic p'p ay i^rys lytyn I'K-a*^ 
.jyouy; 
•3»p |IK i v n c H JIB "lyviyo IVT I « 3 
K |jn»W3 OVP1P3 VK ,111(5*115 PK 1 ^ 
w 'ma PK tar- .im»3*io PK '-lien-ism; 
DKn ' /nwn Diy3KiBP„ cm »8 ,!ypiyo32 
' i j« tnwnjfp yo'ia >T DDiiiyasiK o?r: 
•ivbcyc v-0 ,nyn3*p JIK jmno yoyn^eiu 
D«n ,D'ID -jp'i pc jyDKniK n H^yot? 
Dy,3¥B*;8P"'y5,ip n D3'i*>ii?y3 fyn*iif 
PK "Wi .jpayiaiyD iP3*Inm»w tPipn l*k 
!K'i3 np3P3jnps nyiK Dip nyj>y3»K p'P 
Bt*n Dm DKDC-3K .iyi8HP3 nPD»13»K B*3 
- l^tpys K B5yD!?yj3peBtiv n w i V u 
•ly^'p 5n«ar pD*ru(lt IP3P3 DPK'D3313'--
nsms n :nyo-iyii mm3K PK .lysjn; 
pK B1JM"B *•» t»i5a iM*n*»irp3 t38"i ,•"l?',! 
r*a PK .oyaK2 n 'y t rBiwpn jp«3«3 |»K 
nm« ,ojro*#3'»n pc nya»p PK 3ijo w w*n 
pK IB 8^1ly3 DPT>1B"P3 0'3 .IWJ'I piy1*! 
l»»no ps TIKD iPDBpru iPD385fiP3 a n 
•y? - y n im^ ipo tvatfn D«II .nmj'P PK 
.llf'JTt'? PK p5 
- ' • : 
'-WDM-IB VK DPB-D3313H^C-P3 1PT JP11 
.•mmi ©.nova IBDIK? no Do:*. . „ 3 r ^ p D o n p ^ ^ n ] m n tVnvm p , ^ . 
-Bi n iv .iPp-Wivs ro»*^"3 ¥i VDB5 • p5«m8E iP3y:p33^nB Dipp*iM$irp»o njo 
-pi iP3'>» riKiKjjjp iiD i m ' c ^ i n m PJ-T -ums^-un po 33i^3B.i nm iysy3 nan 
T3K3 W W I 1'IK D3B13y;D*lK nTB lJHIfll -51W3 ' I ' »» ,0»B*WB !P31(n W| >1W1 
D*n p-o D»n &fft"#&}» ^yrp•^ 1KB IP'1 i w maPa^ BD 3P*5iv imjni ^0= *B» Miri 
i m p n W DTP1BBP3DMK D-J inPD DfTK V3mBllCP3 D^PDCPaiS.' JP3BH «r : tPDBr 
^ > K ay p3^pii P K ' D I I B P pK -im3px»nB0' "^P DPCB3 *1 DBH v i j w . i m tB j n ' W a 
•par jP*5Pii T a ^i .iPcyvKtB-p'-iDD n pc -D-« n |P3«5po-w PK ijnu'owj « D3M5 
J'D'O IPOBPX Dpctp n iP3t#n ,ipro»t iPD DBii w$ ~ nwwnajTu i m po imy?; 
K IPSnp 1Y Di'llpSK^SPJ OV^K 1B*«PK1B 
T3K3 e*nBE*n >n DP^ ^B3 .tpnBB'n cp"j 
DBH TBIIPB^O *nn tB ,D*wy5pTp. OB" iy? 
D3*1?1P DB-1 IP jy» ,DJmJK"iP3 T&YPIP331K 
DMS v-ftvrriNni n \w**vtm DPDBS n 
,DP'3«r«BP *1 IV B-'K"tfTBO pIKDC JP3-M 
PDtjnsxya PK PD5PD(?P33B mP"! :u""ii 
•yc «DVBy% pipaanpa PTP»» ; ipjr*-
OH D3^"nDP3 p-?B i n 1P3B-1 D8« ."DCI 






DySKIS )KDntf DJ1 JIB JTWDWl JBT1P K 
TJHCtOH C B ^ m T-D 
-J 
oiicepo IIM psetys ? jnyi.'i* 1'W *ute*nio ijn tu ,=*'*--.33i?"iyop3 03B'YP»nm) 
is ' ins !»* ^iH'^epj n-"i B'B "|t* snffit «iJjnipr,1jJlB**3*ii| <i p * .i-rtijtyjnn cimo I*M 
.lyBsyiyw1 lyi .BP'^ye* I'K \t*iv i^ccr^ "'rJ J'» fl'Btffo y r^ny c>o - " lyvzsnyci'myt 
"I'D »1 "2 51(P Ml Epjlt ,»1M "3 |J1 .IJTKJffljrtjl JTIpBK't 11B by'BB" E'*y«"B C?1 I'D jhpl 
ti*H* "im lysya i* BI« m w n Tsoi'-iv: »n B*O w j " m y e V » OTD^Z " j ' - y - r y r c iyy«n tOTyj 
=>*» in^- i iyi I'M BSBS i"a M * « •mrnie 35 v » prsnyj irtp?j=<:iB i** t i ewV 
(.at-i^p B'3 ipe imtt«y.i Biny^pTj tpj"i Tjn-13 jnymit iyn 
. 
•ys D'; ti'EK.troin DP^BECIJP POUJ-K-IPE 
H no TPojneiyE H o 'o j y o w u i v O * « » 
PD;P3'DKTB .]PvniV3-in i»i OIK ipo^a-iB 
-pa« iV2tp yocBy2-DoKBo;r IIM IVIHD-WD 
, ,rjmyB38p K ipo$BniY28 bpc«3 n iv o v ? 
o^Biipa O'j p e i m IPSSH D J ; D ^ n I P S B 
m n a | "p a r t s iP3Bn D-IP3'*O n ,|pnpn 
OPTJIK ,P"noo pit |ny;;soMi» MI osnpa 0*3 
DTPJ"D »T ]p3ijn 1913 nyseposyo JPD23 
H otya&yxtf pK D'^2 my**! osy^yjpyiiB 
Ipasn Diy3»o n »5p r . pK .oppi»n n 
D8H ;DPDtf3 H IX 03385P3 1P28H ,t33MKttP3 
y o n s yny i .pB ty3noy:oMTB y«Js " i IPO 
•y: 3*1 IV3BD Emeya jpai#n "T pK v i p c n 
lP3gri »»i IKII ,DEI5 Tjpnc -im I«K ipotat 
I»K IPUPi I'K tPB?W3 V&V1X PE P'38^1«5 
i>» lpa*n 1914 fryat IPD20 BV J^ .'.«>-n5 
D&PDtnKB D3"0.n pB 1Pt33pll V3P3311P3 H 
. IP13WP3"iPD3W IIK JP*8BP3 pK T ^ D 05« 
lP 'n s intft K HWV ^»3*5jrinPo^P3 PIJ|H 
"JH» IP1«V.P3 03P13TPE ?PJ"» 1P13'P iw 
.63*10 civ jp i jnp : Op>DEnPT 
,p"-.t» PK Dtn* |P3"1 Dnp3»Q H |P11 
DP*3K8C8P IP^ MP PD3*3"K-1PB n |P3«H 
r3«3 JIB 1PB»B» P^Pilt'BPEKIB D3»T13p33mK 
-P»TI3D tyvk 1Pt33nKT ,DD'*t3D TyD"Jl' 
-3V3* aypo ro5BtTin$ji3 ">m nn np3pi3 
•pCKO D*0 D3PE8»P3 •»! lP3«n "? .110 
Dm tie tpipe* i v n ' .tmrRJwiwn IIK JPDPU 
1P11P3 jy3"t 0811 ,OP3*JM2 P*pn Oljn 13P3P3 
IP3P3P3 ,DPD83 H- pD OJnifSPi ]1K IP33HP3 
"11KTPB T'K *iP3?Jll' .I801K7 -T I-IKCn 
•33»CP3 V3^33P^D3P3P^ IV .UntfUJU D?"nO 
*'J*nD PK ^ W f l '33PTJ B^ltft^T JIB D»3 
-5'0Wi PK 1P18HP3 tP1'12J?3 T'K
 #.58P ,1jn 
K JIB. pin -un T'K np .1871 pK ^s'j'Mi 
8 n t o IP11P3 0?« 1*K IP .TP3P-133P5'1P 
PK IV0»3n8 IP2"np338 OBTI TV ipii , in*' 
IP11P3 pit? Ty t»K in^ ' J.TpV IV ]1K IP3*D H 
•313 B*n np .npsnyp^tip -ip3>i3potr?8E K 
1905 pK .lpn3P3r; p ip iympE pK D"3"IK 
I1B -1P2DPO K D^« tP-ltfttJ» D^npllTP IP I'K 
IKE T»WP 11'DIPPIPP ^K38CP31P03'K 1P1 
8P'CPP0 V3 ,81KW>KP J1E OpnOD»T CP1 ' 
I'K |P3*?3P3 D"V JTV383 '1 I'K "W .KOI" [IK 
JIB TP I'K 5n»« inp» " 3 5"ii .O^K IP IP ' I 
-iin8iiP3 ofrpinp "3 08". 
P"1DD ipn IP3813P3Q'1K D8.T cy Ipl^K 
,%913 1P20P0BPD PK ,»n»nK?Kpnn pK 
oJnpinp T3P3P3 Djn po i y o " 3 i 8 n lP2Kn 
pB IP380B-P3 I'K C«ll .PD'OBP "'C'^Ka. K 
-"0 Tin pB 03PTIinB*D"ll K ,D'PH P3P1E 
-np-« Tjn ,HPP5FPO inKcm ; pftii« D I M 
I8r"TjnpDD"0D S1K1K?KP I jn pB D31H 
*?popnppo n v v ^ ' T i T181-1P ; i i p » 5 n» 
-an P E o p n o o n IP015 c m lie -uniplmo 
-»3"K .18D1K? .1 mvn pK ,18'3T D1P3"0 
"P338 1»» PO'OBP ' I 0«n D"V 1P2«» P3 
0*0 >*3mPC38P K IPO^KHTVa* 033'nOC 
»3n3'K H 11K '3K3C8P \fr\p D'lPtPEPPKn 
r03*3"K"l»B P5K Tl 1P3B-1 0811 .DP'iBEOKP 
-»*e n pD 33B i^pr: i y i inpoenyni iv OIK 
.tys^xnsBP-co'^iB mpopa 'IBB DTPS 
n .DD'wiK r3B3 !Pi\pj I'K n'c -iy»i 1P2II 
• 
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ywm.n t* ,D3J«rivc i«T own t*Di«* Dyoip'n pE yoJnipflja , " D E ' W 'ovijn., 
jrwTK ay»>ix jyiyn O'^CB'PJ 5$t nu?n ,-»VH>D **t lie D'KJit? w w n w xwn PK 
D'j T'K *i E»r, -i«eTin pit i£'*noim*WD .I'DBCD yoa^pyjlij n oonBiy: |V2»n DIJIP 
*iy^*n .jmsrys D^yuiryasycsMx i'osn 
movfi .iviMiJf-'pmv Ut&ive iyiyn a«n 
$41 0118P H T8 ,DJJ|£lM lW»fl IB1 D*n 
D*II ,iyey3 200 n pc m e n K iwSpDnK 
-8p ^DJIKP. n pc unifititt DP*WWY ip:^r 
UB^TPE jyiyn wp i r ^ n .*Eny3*em: 
, !»HIV: PHW 
Din iP3J8cp33# yt o*P DirxmE ny-
DHR aun^nmyc n .1915, JntK iyo21 
-38 ?MI DVXK-19 nin is ,bjj«5iyc fJanw 
,nnn o'D'iymwa 'tap M .imyii tMtfw 
'^"UJWY pn D*3 101K D1F3 I»p I8D1*5 IS 
biny DoiKinri y i D*n ny B»H -iscnm 
pufp $n8Y w m « t8 ^wic" svo ya'3"K 
Iitfyii ,oyD82 n pc P O ^ Y V Z .nyopyii 
TO 'iW\\V2 rB cy.. .CTTK jy:ys ijasr nrttr 
~;mty: p'p Bsnya DO D»n iy is .jyiBv. 
n pc *iyoP8*i83 cyT iMimttSJlK W 0"H 
•w»W*n -peip "! |y38ii nc ijn* nny 
.lypyr; pniv ;;8*-I»E jyiyn otjn 
in? irjtfi ymiya j»p »myj bi3: PK oy 
m e n iatt»^*3D»ttrt»an K PK ;y';wc 
mmyc iv D*r."t8E esnys DO D.VK ofyx\ 
iym w n p n D8 ^*E8 jy>*no 
y PK .lyrj^K y? OWPW 0*3 rtfnmtf 
;*3nfcE\. *P1K D3'3'*Ky3 y j *&D8il HP 
•wpit tysJsnw Dycsiacy; own. \va 
.|W>3"K 
iussn iy':»DiK^ iy3y> nny j w s n 
p« tMnipriin -ou iyc83 "p.n jyvsss px 
-Msys e»j awnn on'K'w I^ -^ E* TI poija 
•»3 cn%K |y3«n o»n rw y ; w K n .;r: 
-tf'BC .D-uwwe* vjiv tiitfi-iWVi , o ; n ^ 
W) .^IWWIS ro^yETin>«3 nyi pc BU 
-?3 "T pQ8n W082;.*i 18
 Fiy2yjy3*Y jys^n 
-y3 D3iryj |y38n *n nyt?3 im»ae» t3?n«x 
D»jn "i pa nyj"« .jy'38D^ jysyj yrm 
•Vi p« iyw:y: PK IP m ,[!n>v: nro V! 
yt &t~ inyn38 "Un .lyr^pc- n8c C333yE 
nyc D8" "» t» ,»mw m\b |M"5}tjaBi 
I»« •syo'^'.' n pc i5w tnn' K* D3J8.:1 
C5«ry: D'3 tBpI:.i«t3«f? 18 PK D-1FPV811 
8iDoy: 1 
I 
DPT M^ D8'1 '38B*28P TJH J1C iy'8> 1yT 
Ty .y?9T IKWH K D?y»ficvs CPYKTB cy»; 
D"^1^'n n "3 lP3)Ttt »MtSWlYO»3 Q$r 
nsn pK y» "3 WD^li "t [pii. :y3»ic n 
-5i? n jyayii PEO ]yBDi3'D cm ovmu jw 
•y3 vi ]yD?8r. .yoj^ 'pyja** n IIB D»»p»n 
"BIE n taij ipii "? tjosrw'o 'no »T ;yo»n 
•D»n8 ^n D*8» .imsiiya D3'i^y D?8» yi 
o"5-nipn y"3 n p& rimnyD is ,oa"xy; 
,yD30py338 n » C8n(8t« D>n»cya jy2»n 
usyn iytyn o#p»5iyc "i ipo^n "i D«T 
pny D»; T38J.|1D l«Bnt3*t»38P n D»11 
t3i8?yiiv 0*3 ?*vDi»-eifR ?fviMnn .P3yD 
D8'i iy .o"5*nicn n "3 y;8iB »viyanc 
r"ttff^o nyn pE ys«nE n ippiwpniv yw 
"t »» .o^^nicn n po WO«*K "3 au»n 
•y^ys p« ^n i t tHp i*Swt-wi i n iy38/i 
.•WDsiiiriWD n pn Diyi^o n iye"iix IVJ 
yajnBnry; pnanys D5ytH?y3iY jyj"! cy 
m e n n pc W N i« ,iyo3n niv ypniys 
-w-itf iy
 /^ ^y3 pn eynys D'iKn«E yi t3«n 
n nyn^ yoa^^pyiiw n ttru^n Dyn iy 
m«ntfa »wvt esii cunyipD TO* .n i rn 
own- ,tm8«ya tP3*iBcnyTii D»J jy3<n 
•jwe- p't .jytniyspniv jyj8io n "ijttS^n 
PK i"^« .-iy DIP .D'^Tn yr DTTWJPTP 331^  
Tp-jy5»ip n po ijrampiyb nyi PK isvvi 
81^ 8 D8H P« W ' C n JV3?«EiyS! 1Y.DPD 
.lyosn iyt?-8"bi8B3iK i«p*f o;ypp3 D*3 
nyc PK y^38?3KT T8 ,WW> I'K wo y^•I 
. - • 
o*n J8OIJ^ n inxcn pc OB*TO cm »a 
•-! 18 ,0338>iyB ?3 tnip 33ian"nt>nyo n 
iysyjyas y?D>n,5»i cn'K iwya y385p 
',D.TK iyc B3n^ is?y3 : OD".T D8i ; WW 
nKcn oy'nnnjn p»5« y?8D o«?i ny 18 
'38 D'b 'IPD8(>Y D8'1 ^ 18 -lyi* (KBO'J 
•D'HOOU |yitf3 33nyiujnyB-_K D38DV3 yy*1 
irun*. DPjro»un?iW3 cjn i*« ?|y:y? 
! iy3y3y338 DO ]yo"rtfy*3"K y3"P 1*3 ^ i 
|ypny3pniY 3J85nyc tyiyn UB-T iy^^n 
an*K ]n8 osnyi oiy !y'38Dii«^  »5yDB?y3 PK 
PK iy3jn3iyE i'*i p^i v» p-i rt i h « 
•iy38DP*y3 T^PTH 
• 
"lypi'tfii Mymtja on«b nyr s< 
•J»P?'K IP T» • J0PD83 n pB T$pj poio 
fflpM pc IPTRIIP; D5PDJ?P3:8 b*3 5RO 
33nv*;yTDH«t)f TPT pa 33ti"no3«. Tpa^pn 
,JTP"U8* ,D")*-8P i'« DTP3"0 H IPS^DTPB W 
TP«8> TP3ps3np3 K IP*.IP3 Dira p * TJJ t« 
-KP jID rPTPa B»T .DP'JBDtfP"iP^1J> *T T8B 
IP*.*. »8 ,Y^D""i pR T8*P opo'tf BTRTitf> 
-»T*B8* P3&f8 D?PDCP;iV JP1JI11 OP 
„oapT Dip i p b : n TPT OTP^TPE , ' O D ' H 
- an TPT38 in jpcnj'HB tin pB I'toae-a IV 
*yD^8nP338 D'3 TV38 08H DKT ,TPD 
D'38Di8* lyp 'npmx \\t TP»W'.T trnRtrn 
TpT p ' l W D3PT |"P 0'3 Dip TJ/ »( ,nr«T 
oan 1915
 ( c tnw3 IPD9 cpr fttt~£9B3n 
TVT pn i»?8 DPI: TP t8 ,OTD383B T P ^ . T 
.DPVKTE jKDIIjf1 CpT [•« ipDDn 
;p3'%Tp33R np»»*n oi*n C-DTRD 15 D P I 
TP3"R ,^P3KP3Bt 0*Kl5 |tn DPVmS DPT 
|piP*"U|R D»»>»wn n ".DTW»»noo H J I D 
DPT *!*1B IPTR11P3 IP3^PP3 jP3"T DPVK1E 
-P3 pnP"T .|E1B |P3'DP05p3JTl .IP3*S'PIP3 
'D318P, *T pD iPTRHPS IP3P3P338 Jfia»»T jpQ 
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